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FOREWORD

The Tax Foundation held its 41st Annual Conference in New York City th e
afternoon of November 29, 1989 . The subjects we chose to address — one domesti c
issue, revenue estimation, and one international issue, taxation of multinationals —
are ones that the Tax Foundation feels need more attention from the fiscal polic y
community .
I would like to thank Kendyl K. Monroe, a partner in the firm of Sullivan &
Cromwell, for helping to assemble and then moderating the excellent panel on revenu e
estimating. "Revenue Estimating : Evolving Toward Conflict or Consensus?" served a s
the panel's theme . The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings imposition of revenue neutrality o n
proposed legislation has multiplied many times over the number of revenue estimate s
requested by Congress and changed the resulting estimates from a vague guide to a
pass-fail grade . This heightened importance means increased scrutiny of the revenu e
estimating process by Congress and the private sector .
I would also like to thank David Milton, retired, formerly Vice President an d
Chief Tax Counsel of Shell Oil, for conducting the panel on international taxation : "Is
International Taxation Becoming Backdoor Protectionism?" The onerous complexity
of complying with U.S. international taxation was a key theme of the panel, with
arguments for several different systems presented . The fear of foreign investment in
the U.S. came in for a fair amount of ridicule.
A major accomplishment of the conference was the lively exchange between th e
public and private sectors on issues of vital importance to both government an d
industry. The publication of these proceedings will bring these important viewpoints
to a wider audience, promoting understanding of these critical issues .

Wayne Gabl e
President
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Economist and Executive Director of th e
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Kathleen O'Connell
As I thought about how to addres s
the topic of "Conflict versus Consensu s
in Revenue Estimating," it occurred t o
me that this is a somewhat unusual way
to frame a discussion about a highly tech nical topic. The terms "controversy, "
"conflict" and "consensus" almost see m
to suggest a political or social debate ,

than may appear, and that I think we
really are, with some bumpiness along
the way, evolving toward consensus bot h
about specific methodologies and abou t
the general framework into which reve-

"The terms 'controversy,"conflict '
and 'consensus' almost seem t o

rather than a discussion of econometri c
modeling, microsimulation, effective tax
rates, and fiscalization of payment patterns. One reason, of course, that we dis cuss revenue estimating in these terms is
that it is, in fact, part of a political proces s
and some of the terminology and mind set carry over . But, why does the perception of conflict in revenue estimatin g
exist? Is there all that much conflict ?
I'd like to address three areas today.
I'll tell you in advance that my conclusion is that considerably less conflict exists

suggest a political or social debate ,
rather than a discussion o f
econometric modeling,
microsimulation, effective tax rates ,
and fiscalization of payment patterns ."
nue estimating fits .
Why is there the appearance o f
conflict in revenue estimating, and is i t
real? One reason is that you can't tell th e
players without a scorecard . The government seems to speak with many voice s
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these days . There's been a proliferation
of commentators on the tax legislative
process and on revenue estimation i n
particular . The predominant ones are th e

the Executive branch, and by CBO for the
Congressional branch. The number o f
official estimates is far smaller than i t
may seem .
Many of the estimating groups, including the three represented here today, use similar analytical techniques ,
similar modeling techniques, the sam e
data sources, and much of the same insti tutional knowledge . They share techni cal information . The technical goal i s
simply to get the answer right, not to
further any specific policy over another.
So, at a staff level, considerable agreement and consensus exist. The confusion
that appears to reign when several gov ernment commentators address a singl e
issue really is much less than meets th e
eye . It does not imply considerable con flict in the area of revenue estimating .
There's far more consensus than conflict .
A second reason for this perceive d
conflict that some of you may have hear d
discussed at the Tax Council's revenue

Department of Treasury, the Joint Committee on Taxation, CBO, the Congres "The technical goal is simply to ge t
the answer right, not to further an y
specific policy over another . So, at a
staff level, considerable agreemen t
and consensus exist . "
sional Research Service, the House an d
Senate Budget Committees, the House
and Senate tax writing committees, an d
at times the General Accounting Office.
When you add to that private sector con sulting firms, it certainly can seem chaotic. It can seem as if there are dozens o f
answers to a single question . I assure you
that it really is not as bad as it seems .
First of all, many of these groups d o
not actually prepare conventional revenue estimates . Many of them presen t
excellent economic analyses and othe r
viewpoints on tax legislation, but the y
are not responsible for the official estimates on which political decision-making takes place . As you all know, Treasury represents the Executive branch in
that area and the joint Committee o n
Taxation represents the Congressiona l
branch . The underlying budget estimate s
— the deficit estimates on which decisions are made about how large a tax bil l
should be, as opposed to the estimates o f
the marginal effects of changing specifi c
provisions — are done by Treasury for

"I can only speak for my ow n
organization : CBO's position has
always been to `let the sun shine in .' "
estimating seminar a couple of month s
ago has been described as a "lack of
sunshine." There seems to be the percep tion that revenue estimating is a topi c
that no one wants to discuss, that it i s
done in the dark of night, and no one
really knows how it is done except thos e
who do it . I can only speak for my ow n
organization : CBO's position has alway s
been to "let the sun shine in ." We publis h
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documentation of our methodology fo r

are often discussed out of context an d
without reference to their real purpose .
Revenue estimating is, after all, just one
of many elements in a larger budget esti -

estimating aggregate tax collections an d
other methodologies unrelated to ta x
estimation . We include technical appendixes in many of our special studies ,
which detail the complicated procedure s
that underlie conclusions more simpl y

mation process . The unified budget i s
really only an accounting system designed to measure the cash inflow an d
outflow of the federal government . It is
not designed to measure the full impac t
of government on the economy . That is a
very important question . It is one tha t
should be asked, and for which good an d

expressed in the body of the special study.
Our formal cost estimates, the outlayside equivalents of the Joint Committee' s
"Some critics of revenue estimatio n

serious analysis is being done . But th e
answers to that question are found else where, not necessarily in revenue estimates . Some critics of revenue estimation feel that this is one of its shortcomings, that revenue estimates should be as
fully dynamic as possible . I think that i s
a misunderstanding of their purpose .
The federal budget estimates measure the effects of proposed legislation in
a way that allows lawmakers to compar e
alternative policies . That is the purpos e
of a conventional revenue estimate and
of an outlay estimate . In order to do that,

feel that this is one of its
shortcomings, that revenue estimate s
should be as fully dynamic as possible .
I think that is a misunderstanding o f
their purpose . "
revenue estimates, are always accompanied by lengthy description of the basi s
for the estimate, the data sources used ,
and the assumptions made along th e
way to the final answer . CBO's ow n
revenue baseline includes informatio n
from industry sources and experts i n
many areas . We need and appreciate that
kind of advice . Even if we don't use the
data in the same way in which you migh t
use it yourselves, we think our estimate s
are improved because we have information from people who know more abou t
these areas than we do . So, please, continue to call us . There is actually mor e
"sunshine" than may be apparent, an d
there are opportunities for being hear d
in Washington .

"The baseline tells them where the y
are starting ; the estimates of
legislation done as additions or
subtractions to the baseline tell the m
where they are going; and finally a
revised baseline tells them where the y
have come out ."
the budget is measured in very specifi c
ways and estimated according to ver y

A third reason why conflict ma y
seem to prevail is that revenue estimates

specific conventions . These estimation

15

rules may seem mysterious but in fac t
are relatively simple .
Both the Administration's propose d
budget and the Congressional budget

"Estimates need not include al l
potential macroeconomic effects i n
order to serve their purpose . That
information is important, but it i s
available elsewhere . How can a singl e
number or series of numbers represent
everything that should be taken into
account when deciding the policies of
the United States? "
ultimately agreed upon are based on
macroeconomic forecasts. These forecast s
are used by budget estimators to generate a budget baseline . That is a critica l
part of the process because it tells th e
lawmakers where they begin . Are revenue collections large enough to fund th e
programs they want them to fund? (O f
course, the large federal deficit indicate s
that they're not large enough to fund cur rent programs .) The baseline allow s
lawmakers to know where they're starting. They are able, then, to make decisions about how large a deficit they wis h
to live with and what policy changes
they wish to enact . Proposed legislation
is measured as an addition or subtraction to that baseline deficit, to the baselin e
revenue total in the case of tax legislation. That is done with specific referenc e
to the underlying macroeconomic forecast, if relevant for the provision in ques tion, and with specific reference to the

underlying level of baseline revenue s
expected without this given change. That
kind of estimate allows the lawmakers to
compare alternative policy changes an d
decide among them. The baseline tell s
them where they are starting; the estimates of legislation done as additions o r
subtractions to the baseline tell them
where they are going ; and finally a revised baseline tells them where they hav e
come out . The revised baseline calculations are done frequently along the way,
since the goal is a target deficit.
One very important aspect of this
system is that estimates be measured
consistently, allowing for fair comparison of alternative legislative options .
Accuracy is extremely important, too . I
think we all would favor any suggested
improvements . But, something that my
first boss at CBO told me nine years ago
is that it is better to be approximatel y
correct than to be precisely wrong . I thin k
that reflects the real purpose of a revenu e
estimate — to allow the lawmakers t o
know the relative sizes of specific provisions, consistently measured, so they can
decide what particular policy change they
want to make .
Revenue estimates shouldn't be ex pected to carry the burden of "being al l
things to all people." Estimates need no t
include all potential macroeconomic effects in order to serve their purpose . That
information is important, but it is available elsewhere . How can a single number or series of numbers represent everything that should be taken into accoun t
when deciding the policies of the Unite d
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States? Broader economic questions, suc h
as the impact of a provision on the macro economy, are answered in special studies by various groups including the Congressional Budget Office. These studies
are not revenue estimates . Both kinds o f
analysis are necessary for good decision
making.
Another point on the subject of dynamic versus static estimation deserve s
mention . The macroeconomic forecasts
that underlie the budget baselines do
assume some moderate amount of deficit reduction . The tax legislation enacte d
in recent years, with the exception of ta x
reform, has not included provisions with
large enough budget effects to significantly affect a $5 to $6 trillion economy .
Most tax bills in recent years have raise d
$4 or $5 or $6 billion per year in an
economy that's a thousand times tha t
size. So the kind of tax increases enacte d
have been anticipated generally in the
underlying macroeconomic forecast. The

forecasts have not been invalidated b y
the size of fiscal policy changes that hav e
passed . The revenue estimates are consistent with the macroeconomic forecas t
that underlies them .
In conclusion, there's considerably
less conflict in revenue estimation tha n
one might think . Many actors in th e
budget arena generally agree with one
another and they use similar techniques
and information . (Indeed, we often bemoan the lack of more and better information.) There is more sunshine in the
process than may appear. There's very
little conflict between the way estimate s
are done and what they're supposed to
address . I do think they serve their purpose, even if that purpose is differen t
from what some may wish it to be .
So, if I had to choose whether revenue estimating is evolving toward conflict or consensus, I would choose consensus, acknowledging that there i s
conflict along the way . This process will
produce better results in the end .

Q& A
Q: You have emphasized that there' s
not a conflict, that you have consensus .
As I see it, you have conflict within you r
own office, or within the Joint Committee staff, or within Treasury . Let's take
the ESOP proposal . One week you com e
up with a two billion dollar revenue loss
on the repeal of the partial interest exclusion . Ten days later it's four billion dollars . In three months, it would eventually turn out to be about eight or ten

-17 -

billion. I don't know whether you wan t
to address that conflict within . Is it because you've done more studies, ha d
more input and received more information?
Kathleen O'Connell : Since the ESO P
estimates were done by the Joint Committee, I will let Mr . Schmitt speak abou t
them, but I'm happy to talk about th e
implications of changing estimates ove r
time .

The conventions of the budget proc ess are poorly understood . At the beginning of every budget season, generall y
the springtime, the Budget Committee s
review the Administration's proposed
budget which has been submitted to them
in January or February, and they revie w
what the various committees in th e
Congress have submitted to them . Thes e
might be thought of as "wish lists ." Th e

was prepared ten or eleven months earlier, published in February, and voted o n
in April or May . Even if considerabl e
new information comes to light after that,
most of the time it is not incorporated .
There are other vehicles, though, fo r
incorporating the newer information . For
instance, the baselines are updated ever y
summer . The updated ones don't under lie the budget discussion, even thoug h
the discussion may go on for three month s
after the release of these summer estimates . These revisions to the estimates
generally would not be used as part o f
the budget package discussion . But
there's an element of political negotiation as well . There are times when th e
Budget Committees and other involved
committees simply must admit tha t
newer information is better and ought t o
be used . They may switch estimates midstream . The repeal of the catastrophic
health care surtax and benefit program i s
a good example . The estimates upo n
which the recent decisions were mad e

Budget Committees determine and th e
Congress votes on what the Budget Reso lution will be. They vote on a set of
macroeconomic assumptions that the y
wish to underlie the budget discussion
for the year. They vote on an underlying
budget baseline that they wish to be th e
starting point for the deficit discussion .
They vote on committee assignments ,
for example, how much revenue shoul d
be raised by the Ways and Means an d
Finance Committees. The process requires that estimates be frozen from that
point forward . In fact, I'm often aske d
the opposite question, "Why hasn't th e
number changed, now that we hav e
newer information? "
The process actually takes longe r
than some people think it should, or can
understand . Because it takes that long ,
the rules of the game can't change alon g
the way . So, estimates done in July o r
August or even October are supposed t o
be relative to the budget baseline which

were updated more than once since th e
winter budget estimates that underli e
the rest of the budget .
From a budget process point of view ,
there should be less change in the estimates than newer information may
imply. There may be more than one esti mate for any given proposal, but tha t
may be a difference between the Ad ministration and the Congress .
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Bernard Schmitt
Rather than leave that ESOP ques-

numbers because of the Members' pressure or any outside pressure . In both
cases, we took into account new informa tion, we researched that information, an d
it was obvious that there was much more
there than we had thought there was .
I want to tell you what my staff is
and its relationship to the Congressiona l
process and the Joint Committee itself .

tion unanswered, I will address it befor e
beginning my prepared remarks .
The ESOP provisions are similar to
the vacation pay provisions, so we can
use them to draw an analogy . Vacatio n
pay provisions of a previous time wer e
open, as opposed to being closed, an d
like the ESOP provisions, they came out
early in the legislative process, whe n
people are looking for revenue raisers .

Out of a staff of 45-50 professionals ,
approximately 20 are attorneys . They deal
in drafting legislation, and writing fo r
both the Finance Committee and th e
Ways and Means Committee . My group
of revenue analysts has eight economists
and two computer specialists . My task i n
the next two or three months will be to go
out and recruit. Because of the pressure

"The most difficult thing that we do i s
to try to determine the behavior o f
both corporate America an d
individuals ?
These are both areas in which there wer e
not good data available and we admitted
that, but Congress didn't wait for us t o
do surveys and collect data . Instead, w e
were forced to put out what, at that time ,
was our best estimate . Typically, we hav e
a tendency to put out a smaller number
at first rather than a multi-billion dollar
number until we have some proof tha t
the money is out there.
As the vacation pay process wen t
on, people immediately came to us an d
told us that there certainly was a lot o f
money out there. And so, along the way,
we changed our estimates .
It was not because of any politica l
pressure . While the pressure is there ,
we're isolated from it and we're no t
forced, in any sense, to increase our

on us and the amount of our workload ,
we are going to expand significantly.
Academically, we seek people with
advanced degrees in Economics an d
specialties in Public Finance, Quantitative Methods and Econometrics .
" .

. to the extent that we use actua l

taxpayer information — and our staf
f
and Treasury staff are the only one s
that have access to actual taxpaye r
information, the actual tax forms fo r
both individuals and corporations — to
the extent that we use those, we
cannot make them public . "
Whenever I speak on revenue estimating, I like to emphasize the fact tha t
19

our staff is totally independent. We're independent even from our own commit tee in a lot of cases . We're even housed i n
a different building. We do work closel y
together because we need our legal staff
. . . many of the estimates we do,
usually the most contentious, are one s
that affect a relatively small group o f
taxpayers, often very large
corporations . . . "
in order to understand the implication s
of how various provisions are going to
interact within the code . My people ten d
to be economists, micro-economists, who
analyze problems that require a knowledge of how a corporation works and
how individuals react. The most difficul t
thing that we do is to try to determine th e
behavior of both corporate America an d
individuals.
There is a similar group at the Offic e
of Tax Analysis at Treasury . They look a t
the Administration's provisions in som e
of the Administration's big proposal s
that come to the Hill . That is what distinguishes us . We are on the Hill, and we get
the last call . Congress does make deci sions based on the number that we pu t
on a provision . Their decisions are never
made early and they're never made eas ily. They always wait until the last min ute, and along the way we have man y
chances to look at things, relook at things ,
and gain information from the outside .
There are four or five reasons wh y
our visibility as revenue estimators has

increased and, with it, our importance t o
this process . The Budget Act in 1974 established the fundamental framewor k
for the current process . Probably mor e
important were the high federal budge t
deficits of the 1980s, which were coincidental with, or partially the result of, th e
Economic Recovery Tax Act in 1981, wit h
its significant tax cuts and indexin g
changes. Third, the implications of
Gramm-Rudman, and fourth, the ta x
reform itself in 1986, which dictated absolute neutrality within tax provisions
and tax proposals — anybody that wants
to spend some money has to come u p
with a way to pay for it.
In the legislative context, the one aspect of our job that has significantl y
changed in recent years is the workload .
Last year we went back to look at jus t
what our workload was and to track i t
over the last few years . During tax re"Certainly, we hope that people wil l
come in and talk to us, but for th e
most part, it's not the behaviora l
assumption that we'd like to debate .
We would like to have some basi c
data so that we can discuss behavio r
that would take place, but not, in
effect, be told what the bottom lin e
should be . "
form in 1985, we had formal writte n
requests from Congressmen and Senators for about 350 estimates . In 1986, 475 ;
last year between 700 and 800, and thi s
year we're up to 1,200 written requests
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from Congress . So, you can see the work load has increased tremendously, an d
the emphasis on tax laws and thei r

decisions made. As I said, Congress holds
off to the last week of the session to mak e
decisions anyway . If we were out in th e

changes is an important reason for tha t
increase.
One subject that I want to address i s

public debating each of our estimates, i t
would just be a never-ending process .
Secondly, to the extent that we us e

the question of secrecy within the estimating process . I know that a lot of ques tions about it come up, and possibly I ca n
straighten out misunderstandings an d
misconceptions .
A number of people participating i n
the October Tax Council seminar i n
Washington discussed the problem o f
secrecy. They had the feeling that all o f
our data and methodologies should b e
fully disclosed from the beginning an d
that public scrutiny would improve the
process . In many situations where a
"It's easy to change tax rates an d
come up with billions of dollars, bu t
the small revenue raisers, ones tha t
are usable, are harder to come by . "
process is out in the open, public comments can be solicited and it's very likely
to improve the product. That certainly i s
good in theory, and for the most part w e
cannot argue with that . But there are a
variety of reasons why it's very difficul t
to follow that path in our situation .
First of all, with the ever-expandin g
workload, the number of requests ha s
just become staggering . If we took the
time to go out in the public forum ever y
time we received a request from a Congressman, there would never be any
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"Some people seem to think that th e
whole analysis is very simple . Take a
tax base, take a tax rate, multiply two
together and find out exactly what' s
going to happen . "
actual taxpayer information — and ou r
staff and Treasury staff are the only one s
that have access to actual taxpayer infor mation, the actual tax forms for both individuals and corporations — to th e
extent that we use those, we cannot mak e
them public . We're confined by law. It is
extremely important that we observe
those laws and do not let out any information. It's very difficult to talk abou t
certain proposals that would affect ver y
limited groups, without revealing jus t
who we're talking about and how much
money it is .
A third reason is that many of the estimates we do, usually the most conten tious, are ones that affect a relatively
small group of taxpayers, often very larg e
corporations, a select group of corporations, or a certain sector of the economy .
Very often they are interested in knowing the details about our analyses, no t
necessarily details about the data, but t o
know details about what the behaviora l
assumptions are that we've factored int o

the estimates. This gets into the stati c
versus dynamic argument .
Our estimates are certainly not static .
They're very dynamic in that we incor-

offer. Therefore, it is vital for us to wor k
on a confidential basis between our staff
and the Congressmen. If they get to the
point where they propose the amendment or they want to release the amendment, then it's out there and we can discuss it . But that's often the reason why
people think we're being very secretive .
We will not tell people that we are working on a certain proposal, because of thi s
confidentiality agreement with the Congressmen themselves . We will not tell

porate in our estimates what behavior
will be brought about by a certain tax
change. Naturally, this part of the estimate is an assumption. These things hav e
not been tested because the law has no t
been changed yet, so it is simply a bes t
judgement. People, corporations, and lob byists would like to come in and know
exactly what our assumption is so the y
can go out and build up their best case t o
come back and argue that legislation .
Certainly, we hope that people will come
in and talk to us, but for the most part, it' s
not the behavioral assumption that we' d
like to debate. We would like to hav e
some basic data so that we can discuss
behavior that would take place, but not ,
in effect, be told what the bottom lin e
should be.
The fourth aspect of the secrecy is sue is the problem of the confidentiality
of a Member's request . For every proposal that a Congressman would like t o
get for his district, but that would los e
money, he's forced now, in almost all
cases, to come up with something tha t
will pick up that amount of money an d
offer a neutral amendment. It's easy to
change tax rates and come up with billions of dollars, but the small revenu e
raisers, ones that are usable, are harder to
come by. To a great extent, the Member s
do not want everyone in the world t o

Even a well-informed observer migh t
think that a certain proposal woul d
obviously have a big effect when, in fact,
because of behavior, taxpayers exercis e
options which, in effect, cut into th e
revenue gain or loss we would otherwis e
be looking at .
I will conclude with one classic example of misunderstanding which come s
up all the time . People look at our reve-

know what their proposals are, and t o
know what proposals they're going to

nue tables and they notice that the firs t
year effect on almost all proposals i s

people that we've helped their staff come
up with a proposal, and that we have a
good idea whether it is neutral or not ,
until he has a chance to move forwar d
with the legislation .
Lastly, there are many misunderstandings and misconceptions about th e
system itself. Some people seem to think
that the whole analysis is very simple .
Take a tax base, take a tax rate, multipl y
two together and find out exactly what' s
going to happen . But in fact, because of
thebehavior and the tremendous amoun t
of interaction among various sectors o f
the economy, it is extremely difficult.
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much smaller than the second, third o r
fourth years . And they'll come to us an d
say, "You're stupid, because there can not be that kind of growth in this activity," when the only reason for this kind o f
jump is that we are not looking at calendar year liabilities . We're looking at th e
way Treasury receives the money, tha t
is, looking at the fiscal receipts of th e
government . The effect of a proposal o n
a certain calender year, even if the proposal is effective for the whole year, wil l
often not be fully counted until the fol-

lowing year when you take into account
the fiscal years of the government and o f
some taxpayers, and refunds which do
not arise until the end of a taxpayer' s
year and are thrown over into the following year . That's just a common misunderstanding .
It's unfortunate that we can't put o n
more programs for large groups to ex plain subtleties like that, and let peopl e
understand that we're not trying to hid e
anything .

John Wilkin s
Kathleen O'Connell mentioned i n
her talk who the players in revenue esti mating are : CBO ; OMB, which does the
Administration's spending forecast; and ,
of course, the Council of Economi c
Advisers on whom we rely because the y
are mainly responsible for the macro eco nomic forecast that our receipts estimates
for the Administration are based upon .
Also on the scene are the Joint Tax
Committee; Treasury, which I represent ;
and we have a new phenomenon, th e
accounting firms. Almost all the larg e
accounting firms are now doing revenu e
estimating work . So the players are expanding .

Budget reconciliation, the bill that jus t
passed, is probably a good example . It
was a genuine effort at reconciliatio n
and raised some $6 billion in revenue i n
1990. But next year, the process is clearl y
going to be much tougher . Next year
aims at a $64 billion deficit, and all the
efforts we went through this year ar e
going to be doubled and tripled . All o f
tax policy, I suspect, is going to be driven
by the budget, and that means driven b y
the revenue estimating process .
We've gone through all of the eas y
ways of finding revenues . This process
really started in 1982, with the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act, wher e
we tried to raise revenues, to pick u p

"All of tax policy, I suspect, is goin g
to be driven by the budget, and that
means driven by the revenu e
estimating process . "

some of what was lost in the 1981 act . But,
the main concern there was, "What loop holes can we close? What are the eas y
ones where we can get a lot of money?"
These simply don't exist anymore, a t
least not the easy ones . The easy ones ar e
all gone . The big money ones are al l
gone . In today's world, a congressma n
can't offer a revenue-losing amendmen t

Prior to the 1974 Budget Act, there
was no CBO . Prior to about 1984, I don' t
believe any of the accounting firms were
in this kind of business with us . This, by
itself, is creating a kind of competition, i f
you will, and is probably leading to a
better product from all of us . You ma y
view this as a conflict, but I suspect it's a
helpful conflict .
There's a new emphasis on revenu e
estimating . This is going to last, not onl y
for the next couple of years, but for man y
years to come . Revenues are driving the
entire tax policy business nowadays .

unless he can pay for it. This leads t o
some rather strange matches . It would be
my guess that some enhanced child care
proposal will come out next year, an d
some people are talking about paying fo r
it by extending the telephone excise tax .
There's no nexus there, no relationship
between the one that raises money an d
the other one that loses money . Thi s
constraint is going to hit some very
important policy issues, important to
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Congress, important to the Administration. For example, corporate integration
is something that the Administration i s
interested in, and capital gains, whic h
the President is very keen on . The sam e
constraints, where are you going to pa y
for it if it loses money, are going to b e
what drive the policy.
"We've gone through all of the eas y
ways of finding revenues . This proces s
really started in 1982, with the Ta x
Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act ,
where we tried to raise revenues, to
pick up some of what was lost in th e
1981 act . But, the main concern there
was, "What loopholes can we close ?

omy ." People who make that statemen t
also often believe Treasury doesn't make
meaningful revenue estimates by tha t
definition. I want to argue the point tha t
we do . With respect to capital gains ,
there's at least one newspaper where i f
you read the editorial page, you get on e
impression about what we do, but if you
read the business page, you get another
impression entirely . But using capita l
gains as an example, because everyone' s
familiar with it, consider something lik e
a permanent 30% reduction, which would
be the Jenkins-Archer made permanent .
By our estimates, that has a static revenue cost of about $12 .2 billion a year.
That's the static cost. That's not the esti mate we put out . It's not the kind o f
estimate the Joint Tax Committee put s
out. Some people would have you believe that's the way we estimate things .
Next we look at the behaviora l
changes, and it's pretty clear that when
the tax rate on capital gains is lowered,

What are the easy ones where we ca n
get a lot of money?" These simpl y
don't exist anymore, at least not th e
easy ones ."
I would like to discuss in some de tail exactly what it is we're trying t o
accomplish when we make revenue estimates . In particular, I want to talk a bi t
about this notion of dynamic estimate s
versus static estimates . This is somethin g
that I think is not well understood b y
people outside of our business .
One could say that the only meaningful estimate must include all behavior and macro responses, allowing th e
answer, "Here is the effect of a policy
change on the entire budget, on th e
budget deficit, and because o f
feedthrough, all the effects on the econ -
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" . . . when there's a big policy
change, a clever macro-modeler ca n
get that into the model and he ca n
see four, five, maybe even six year s
out, how that's going to affect th e
economy . But when you're paintin g
with a fine brush, it's nearl y
impossible ."
there will be a number of induced realizations. By our estimates on this particu lar proposal, as an illustration, we woul d
pick up $16 .9 billion in tax revenue . So a t

this point, there's a net gain of $4 .7 billion
per year.
Next, we can look at what the macroeconomic response would be. We have
estimated, and so reported in testimony ,
that there would be roughly a $3-5 billion
increase in revenues from an increase i n
real national income if we had a simila r
kind of permanent capital gains tax reduction . This doesn't happen immediately . It doesn't happen in the next three ,
four, or five years . It happens as a resul t
of lowering the cost of capital, which a
capital gains tax cut would do, and creat -

changes, it's probably not going to hav e
a great influence on the decision of peopl e
to have larger or smaller families . It's just
not the kind of money that's going t o
influence people's behavior in that respect.
To take another example, if we ha d
corporate integration of some sort an d
took away the double taxation we have
now — incidentally, we're probably one
of the few countries in the western worl d
that has that — how would that affec t
behavior? Clearly, dividend behavior
would change . Tax on dividends pay-

" . . . if we had corporate integration of some sort and took away the doubl
e
taxation we have now — incidentally, we're probably one of the few countries i n
the western world that has that — how would that affect behavior? Clearly ,
dividend behavior would change . Tax on dividends payouts would go down . We
would expect dividend payouts to increase . We would expect retained earnings t o
decrease relative to the current situation ."
ing a somewhat more efficient allocation
of capital, which a capital gains tax cu t
would do, because capital in the corporate sector gets taxed among the highes t
of all capital right now . If you add thi s
number to the numbers I just gave you ,
you end up with a kind of a long-ter m
increase of something around $8-10 billion . This is the macro, this is the behavior, this is the static estimate.
Now, what is it that we do when w e
make estimates? We always intend to include behavior in estimates, but this isn' t
to say that behavior is always significant .
To give an example, if the value of th e
personal exemption for individuals
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outs would go down . We would expect
dividend payouts to increase . We would
expect retained earnings to decrease rela tive to the current situation . And, in deed, that's exactly the way we estimat e
proposals of that sort.
Another easy example : how would
charitable giving change if the tax rate s
changed? What if we put a floor or ceiling on the amount one could deduct ?
Clearly, that kind of behavior is built into
the estimates we do, and the estimate s
the Joint Tax Committee does . Returning
to the example of capital gains realizations, they would be changed, sped up i f
you will, if the rates dropped . We don' t
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have the identical estimate that the Join t
Tax Committee has, but we have very
nearly the same estimates . We both believe there is going to be a large increas e
in the amount of gains that will be realized, so these are the behavior change s
that we always try to put in the estimates .
They're not always significant. If they
are, we hope we capture them . That' s
part of what we're trying to do .
The macro responses are worth talk ing about . What I mean when I talk abou t
the macro response, as opposed to behavior, are things that change the basi c
elements of the macroeconomic forecast .
For example, when we lower the marginal tax rates, what will be the respons e
of the labor force, particularly among
married women who are probably the
most responsive group when we change
the tax rates . This kind of response, mos t
experts will tell you, is there, but it proba bly takes five to seven years before yo u
notice it . How do we handle that? W e
handle that through the macroeconomi c
forecast. When we propose something
" . . . a greater emphasis on revenu e
considerations in making polic y
decisions, will cause greater conflict ,
particularly with private interest
groups who have an interest in how
that policy ought to be coming out ."
like tax reform, it's built into our budge t
forecast. Our budget forecast of how th e
economy will perform is always conditioned upon the Administration's pro -
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posals on the spending and the tax sid e
becoming effective . So if something is
being proposed, then that is ground int o
the forecast . I'm not claiming it's always
done accurately . We can make mistakes ,
but in principle we always have thos e
kinds of responses in the forecast .
Another example: how would eco "Much of the apparent conflic t
between CBO or Joint Tax, which use s
the CBO forecast, and Treasury ar e
often explained by divergent economi c
forecasts ."
nomic growth be affected if we change d
depreciation policies? Real investment,
we expect, would change. Again, we pu t
that in the macroeconomic forecast tha t
gets into the revenue base in that respect .
Why don't we make these kinds of
estimates each time we make a revenu e
estimate? Apart from the reason tha t
sometimes you only have half a day to do
it, there are some other reasons . First is
the level of detail . When you're painting
with a broad brush, it's difficult bu t
possible to capture these macroeconomi c
responses . In other words, when there' s
a big policy change, a clever macro modeler can get that into the model an d
he can see four, five, maybe even si x
years out, how that's going to affect th e
economy. But when you're painting with
a fine brush, it's nearly impossible . Eve n
the best models are just too blunt a n
instrument to detect minor changes . We
simply can't model them . What we' d

essentially be doing is putting in the
output from the model. The model woul d
not be telling us the right answer, an d
what we would inevitably end up doing
is grouping proposals into policy packages. That's not a bad idea, and in fact,
that's exactly what we do today .
A second problem, which in the
broad sense is a political problem, is that
there would be room for enormous mischief if Congressman A can claim that hi s
$10 billion tax cut raises more of thes e
feedback revenues than Congressman
B's $10 billion tax cut . Of course, he' d
say, "Don't take my word for it . Look at
my computer output. I paid a lot of money
for it." The problem is that generally
Congressman A's policy is going to be
considered by the Committees as a substitute for Congressman B's policy and ,
in fact, they're going to have the same
macro responses . So the question is, are
we really serving policymakers by serving up this kind of "blue smoke an d
mirrors," or are we better off looking a t
these in isolation?
The last problem with putting a
macro response on each individual esti mate is the double-counting proble m
which is probably as important as any of
the others I've mentioned . Fiscal policy
aggregates are often set rather early i n
the game . For example, Gramm Rudman-Hollings might be setting th e
stage for how the budget is going to look
next year, or we may have one of thes e
independent deficit reduction summit s
between the Administration and the key
leaders on the Hill, where they would
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say, "This is what we will be doing . We'r e
going to set the deficit and this is going t o
be the answer ." On the other hand, we
just may have the President's budge t
which prescribes a certain fiscal policy
goal. Then Congress, while they may be
willing to aim for that deficit goal, will
substitute different policies for it.
In any of these cases, the debate i s
really on the alternative ways of gettin g
to a revenue target . Therefore, differential macro impacts are probably not th e
important focus in this kind of debate .
Indeed, as I've hinted, to add a macr o
feedback to the President's budget deficit from a package of proposals Congres s
is looking at, when that package is reall y
a substitute for what the President may
have proposed, would clearly lead t o
double counting on the deficit side.
Returning to the theme of conflict
versus consensus in revenue estimating ,
conflict can be seen among estimators or
between estimators and taxpayers . Either way, though, as people better under stand what we are doing, and what our
product is, I would conclude that we are
evolving toward consensus . On the other
hand, a greater emphasis on revenue
considerations in making policy decisions will cause greater conflict, particu larly with private interest groups wh o
have an interest in how that policy ough t
to be coming out.
Within government, consensus i s
probably the norm . Much of the apparent conflict between CBO or Joint Tax,
which uses the CBO forecast, and Treas ury are often explained by divergen t
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economic forecasts . Again, capital gain s
is a good example . There are differences
between Treasury and Joint Tax Committee on the capital gains . But the difference, if examined closely, is really fairl y
minor . Agreements are the norm, rather
than differences . The sharp focus of this
whole policy issue on revenue estimating, in the capital gains area, is unfortu -
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nately on our differences . While rathe r
minor, they are switching the sign on th e
bottom line with respect to the President's program . Because of the magnitude of the numbers we're involved with ,
this has turned a rather small differenc e
into the kind of disagreement that wil l
continue to make headlines .

Gail Fosle r
In my former role on the Senate
Budget Committee, I was a consumer of
revenue estimates, so my view on the
balance between consensus versus conflict is a little bit different . We were the
ones who would be confronted by a
Member saying, "I want to introduce thi s
amendment. This is the number that th e
Joint Tax Committee is giving me . How
can this possibly be true when there's
only one corporation in my district tha t
produces the product that falls under
this provision?" So, I can easily understand the genesis of our topic, and I thin k
the Tax Foundation has raised a relevant
issue.
I'm going to make a few points to day on the budget outlook, then move o n
to the fact that, irrespective of great dis cussions about raising or lowering taxes ,
we're likely to see a tax level that is no t
going to vary much in terms of the over "We have introduced into the politica l
arena defense cuts which substantiall y
take the pressure off the need, real or
perceived, for tax increases, both fro m
the Administration's point of view an d
from the Congressional point of view. "
all tax burden for the foreseeable future .
One problematic result of this is a serie s
of tax bills that tend to be small in terms
of the aggregate amount of revenue tha t
they raise. They are usually composed o f
many individual provisions, and yet ten d
to have a disproportionate impact on one

business or one industrial sector or one
set of business decisions . It is from the
nature of these tax bills that a lot of the
conflict surrounding revenue estimates
and tax policy emerges . I'll conclude with
a few observations as to what I thin k
" . . . we've started doing a tax bil l
once every year, and it appears tha t
since the extenders are now only goo d
for nine months, we're going to do tw o
tax bills a year. I'm not sure that
yields better tax policy; in fact, it
probably doesn't . "
might be a positive program busines s
might undertake to improve the overal l
situation .
First, looking out to the 1991 budget ,
there is much consensus that the 1991
target of $64 billion is going to be difficult
to hit, but it will not necessarily be difficult for the numbers to appear to reach
the bottom-line target . I would be surprised if the Administration, given it s
economic forecast and its assumption s
with respect to implementation of policy, would begin from a baseline defici t
level, in 1991, of much in excess of $10 0
billion. This would make the task in 199 1
not appreciably different than it was i n
1990, with one exception . We have intro duced into the political arena defens e
cuts which substantially take the pressure off the need, real or perceived, fo r
tax increases, both from the Administra -
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Lion's point of view and from the Con-

the need to acquire another pool of smal l

gressional point of view. It is certainly
true that the Congressional Budget Office will come out with a much highe r
deficit estimate. I might argue that that is

provisions, many of which will make u p
the bulk of some small revenue-raisin g

a more realistic estimate than the Ad ministration's in some regards, but th e
fact is that the Administration's estimate s
are binding for Gramm-Rudman pur" . . . tax policy has becom e

essentially tactical rather tha n
strategic ."
poses. Given that we have this new poo l
of potential savings in the defense are a
and the clear reluctance of either th e
Congress or the Administration to figh t
to anything other than a stalemate on the
tax issue, we're going to see defense tak e
the brunt of the deficit savings in 1991 .
The tax issue, or the need for major struc tural change in tax policy, will be se t
aside for yet another year . Does that mean
we won't have a tax bill in 1991? That i s
certainly not the case . As a matter of fact ,
in the "grand old days," when I firs t
came to the Congress, we did a tax bil l
once every two years . Now, we've starte d
doing a tax bill once every year, and i t
appears that since the extenders are no w
only good for nine months, we're goin g
to do two tax bills a year . I'm not sure tha t
yields better tax policy ; in fact, it probably doesn't, but it certainly is a gran d
business for many colleagues who hav e
gone into the accounting firms . We wil l
have a tax bill next year, and a replay of
the capital gains fight . We also will have
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package. This means that under Gramm Rudman, given the focus on timing, and
given the relatively small size of these ta x
bills, budget policy has virtually driven
out tax policy . That is to say, tax polic y
has become essentially tactical rather than
strategic . We have many comple x
changes relating to LBO activity rather
than something that represents an economic judgement about the need t o
equalize effective tax rates across industries, as was the case in tax reform .
The second major aspect of thi s
process is the importance of timing .
Because of Gramm-Rudman, it's no t
necessarily what you tax, but when yo u
collect it. I refer to that as a form of "jus t
in time taxation ." We used to have a
process of regularly deferring taxes o n
current income . We're getting into th e
position in the budget process where
we're really tempted to begin to collect
taxes before people have earned the in come.
The third point is that both of thes e
developments, the predominance of tac tical tax policy and the importance of
timing under Gramm-Rudman, are driv ing us into areas that are more and mor e
difficult to estimate . In the late 1970s ,
early 1980s, even through about 1985 ,
and maybe even through tax reform (i n
fact, tax reform might constitute the brea k
in this), we were estimating things fo r
which there was a lot of publicly avail able data . There were some generall y

accepted models for estimating the in vestment tax credit, depreciation, rat e
cuts and the like, that were the usual stuf f
out of which a tax bill was made .
Now we have these various provisions relating to LBO activity, all of which
rely on judgments as to how much LB O
activity there is out there, what the behavior is going to be of people in response to the changes in these provisions, and the revenue that is likely to
result. Those are very, very difficult judg ments to make for as disaggregated and
dispersed an economy as we have .
A second good example is the movement, or merging, of environmental policy and tax policy. The current reconciliation bill has a tax on ozone depletin g
chemicals . This kind of thing represents
a movement forward of the technolog y
of taxation without a concomitant mov e
forward in the technology of revenu e
estimating . The bottom line is that whil e
these things are difficult to estimate, th e
burdens that result fall heavily on on e
"Because of Gramm-Rudman, it's not
necessarily what you tax, but whe n
you collect it. I refer to that as a for m
of `just in time taxation .'"
business or another . An example is the
alternative minimum tax, very difficul t
to estimate, yet the burden falls very
heavily on a selected set of businesses .
As long as we have the kind of parameters that are guiding the budget proces s
and the kind of political stand-off that i s
creating this tendency to have more and
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smaller tax bills, rather than fewer an d
larger tax bills, we're going to continu e
to have this intense type of conflict withi n
the revenue estimating process .
In terms of a positive program fo r
business, one of the things that busines s
can do is to try and provide pools of
public data in some of these areas, whic h
are very difficult to estimate. To som e
"The current reconciliation bill has a
tax on ozone depleting chemicals . This
kind of thing represents a movemen t
forward of the technology of taxatio n
without a concomitant move forward
in the technology of revenu e
estimating."
extent, the accounting firms have serve d
that function because they have a cross section of clientele. They can come to th e
Treasury and the Joint Tax Committe e
and represent a very broad cross-sectio n
of information as to how a particula r
provision will affect a group of companies. But, still, given the restrictions on
freedom of information in terms of taxpayer information, we cannot argue thes e
things in the open as we can with generally available macroeconomic data, such
as come from the Statistics of Income .
Of course, the second and relate d
opportunity for business is to help th e
revenue estimators understand the inter actions and administrative problems with
a lot of these provisions . The most recent
changes in the alternative minimum tax
is a good example . It may have been tha t
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some of these problems are presente d
and not heard, but it is a good example o f
Congress having to go back and do some
retracking in an area where they've
implemented things that are just simpl y
very difficult to administer.
Finally, I would argue that whil e
there are many justifiable concerns tha t
go into the making of tax policy, bot h
with respect to distributional issues an d
equity issues, it is appropriate for business to raise the issue that if we are goin g
to have a given level of tax burden in th e
economy, or if the tax burden is going t o
be allowed to rise somewhat over time ,
then we ought to try to maximize th e

continue to have this particular set o f

growth potential of that overall tax bur den. That is, in terms of the taxes that w e
select to impose and in terms of the ta x

versus integration, versus a lot o f

provisions that we choose to change, we
ought to give a priority to economi c
growth . It is the key decision elemen t
that Congress ought to be looking a t
when it is evaluating capital gains versu s
IRA provisions, versus integration, versus a lot of other issues . As long as we

warfare is going to continue because mos t
of even the small increases in the ta x
burden are going to be borne by business, and it's not going to be borne equally
across business, but rather by those spe cific businesses and sectors that are affected by this labyrinth of provisions .
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forces at play in budget making, which
is, in effect, driving tax policy, we will
have a kind of guerilla warfare going o n
within the lobbying, corporate and revenue estimating community . The guerilla
" . . . in terms of the taxes that w e
select to impose and in terms of th e
tax provisions that we choose t o
change, we ought to give a priority t o
economic growth . It is the ke y
decision element that Congress ough t
to be looking at when it is evaluatin g
capital gains versus IRA provisions ,
other issues."

Questions & Answers
Q: The government officials on the
panel seem a little peeved at the growin g
workload and how it's becoming mor e
difficult to do these revenue estimates ,
and Mr . Wilkins spoke about the positive competition from within the private
accounting firms, many of whom hav e
hired former JTC officials . Won't it become practical some time in the futur e
for the government to go so far as t o
commission some of these private firms?
That might mean that the governmen t
would turn over sensitive information t o
these private firms.
Mr. Bernard Schmitt: The other approach, rather than asking the outside ,
the private sector to do the work, is just t o
expand ourselves and that's what we're
trying to do right now . I think that ther e
is a place for interaction with the outside ,
and we're trying to do that more an d
more. I'll let John speak to that and expand on what he was saying, but to th e
extent that there is a competition wit h
the outside, or our being peeved abou t
there being more work, I don't see that as
a problem . I listed some of the reason s
why we were thrown out front here, an d
are now perceived to be much more
important than we were a few years ago.
We didn't do that ourselves, it wa s
thrown upon us . But now that it's here, I
don't think that it bothers us . It would b e
nice to have more people, and, to som e
extent, I get tired of training people to g o
out and work for some of the accountin g
firms .

Mr. John Wilkins : Just to briefly
add to that, I think it is safe to say that w e
feel that we don't have the same kind o f
bias that somebody that's being paid b y
a specific client might have . So in that re spect, I think it is nice to have it done b y
Treasury or by Joint Tax . That's not to sa y
we're not afraid of hearing the competition, if they have different views. We're
always interested in hearing those view s
and learning more information. But to
answer your question, quite seriously, I
think it would be unfortunate if th e
government privatized revenue estimating because I think that's something tha t
we do want to keep, in the broad sense,
the political process out of. We're here to
provide the best answers, the most unbi ased answers we can for policy-maker s
to make decisions . And as Bernie said ,
despite the political atmosphere Joint Ta x
has, there is not political pressure brough t
to bear on the revenue estimators, and I
can say the same applies with respect to
Treasury . The folks in the private sector
are very clever . They're at least as goo d
as we are . I'm not saying that's not a goo d
thing. But certainly there would be th e
perception that they have an axe to grin d
that we don't.
Q: In Mr . Wilkins' and Ms . Fosler' s
case, I don't know whether I detect a
conflict or a poorly concealed consensus .
Mr. Wilkins, I heard you saying tha t
revenues are driving tax policy thes e
days. Ms. Fosler, you said that tax polic y
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these days is tactical rather than strategic. Is this a conflict between the two of
you or am I missing something ?
Ms. Gail Fosler : I think it's a consen sus that with the budget driving tax decisions, people are not asking the question, 'What is the appropriate tax policy
for the economy? And, by the way, let' s
look at what the revenue implication s
are of that particular policy ." They'r e
saying, "O.K. We have to get $5 .623 billion in revenue for the next fiscal year .
And, by the way, we only need it for the
next fiscal year because Gramm-Rudma n
only looks at one year at a time ." An d
then, 'Where is it that we get that particular revenue?" Usually the first plac e
examined is timing changes . After evaluating timing changes, there may be som e
other policy issues like the concern abou t
LBOs and whether or not tax polic y
doesn't foster LBOs . So, that might be a
subset of the revenue raisers.
But, in fact, rather than going ou t
and asking the question, "How shoul d
we structure the corporate tax system so
that it," as John said, "equalizes the taxa tion on sources of capital and that kind of
thing?" and then implementing that kin d
of tax policy, we are taking a piece of tha t
in a very tactical way . In fact, we are
precluded by revenue considerations
from even asking the broader questions .
Q: What about the dramatic chang e
in Europe and the future understandin g
that may come from Malta . That seem s
destined to provide a peace dividend .
How do you see that in taxing? One, the
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budget deficit, two, the tax rates or revenues .
Ms. Kathleen O'Connell : That kin d
of information is generally factored in ,
indirectly, to budget estimates throug h
the macroeconomic forecast. And, I think ,
at this stage, many years in advance o f
the actual result itself, even the factorin g
into the macroeconomic forecast is proba bly being done in a fairly qualitative
fashion, rather than in a highly-sophisti cated econometric fashion . So, I don' t
really have any view about how it wil l
impact the budget, and I suspect its
impact is pretty indirect at this point.
Ms. Gail Fosler : I'll just make a quic k
comment . The Administration has talke d
about $180 billion worth of defense cuts .
Of course, that's from their assume d
baseline . But that would be consisten t
with something on the order of, maybe,
$10 billion of cuts in the first year. And
that's going to take an important amoun t
of pressure off the need to raise revenues . In some ways, the Congress has
handed the Administration an advantage by not passing capital gains, be cause the Administration can serve up
capital gains next year with a few of th e
revenue raisers we've been looking at for
some time . Combine that with the defense cuts, and many of the spendin g
cuts that they've proposed, and you reac h
the Gramm-Rudman target . But I think
the most important long-term result i s
that while there has been a tremendou s
amount of pressure to raise taxes in orde r
to raise domestic spending, and althoug h
it's often talked about in terms of reduc -

ing the deficit, this peace dividend, over
the long run, opens up the opportunity
to finance domestic spending . Given the
fact that the Congress and the Presiden t
really have been unwilling, for the decade of the 80s, to fight out the tax-raisin g
issue, I think that's really going to b e
what happens .
Q: Do you think that the revenue es timating process could be improved i f
the factual information used more closel y
followed the way business accounts for
its own profit? I have to assume that the
underlying economic data is comin g
directly from business, in one way or
another . But, you've got a considerable
gap between the rules mandated for financial reporting purposes and those
mandated for tax reporting purposes . I
was just interested in whether the process of taking data and converting it into
a revenue estimate would be an easie r
and more accurate process if the data
used conformed to those that are use d
for financial reporting purposes .
Mr. Bernard Schmitt: My first gu t
feeling is that it would not have a signifi cant effect. I think I understand wha t
you're getting at, and there's a tremendous amount of differential rules in th e
code and the actual behavior, I mean th e
behavior of the firms, the way they actu ally have to operate . But for the mos t
part, those are the kinds of things we can
translate back and forth . The toughe r
part is getting that basic raw number of

just how much money is involved, no t
how it's accounted for or how quickly i t
comes in .
Mr. Kendyl Monroe : So, it's you r
view that major differences between
accounting rules for financial reportin g
purposes, which is what the publishe d
information is, and tax rules don't significantly affect revenue estimates ?
Mr. Bernard Schmitt: They woul d
not significantly affect the pain that w e
go through, although I'm sure that i t
almost kills you. I can understand th e
things that we see, and for political reasons, or whatever, it's got to just caus e
you a ton of heartache. I just don't think
it would have a big effect on the accurac y
of our estimates .
Ms. Kathleen O'Connell: I think
that, while I don't disagree with Bernie
on the bottom line, I think one thing tha t
it would do is to make publicly available
data sources more accessible and mor e
applicable to revenue estimating . But,
that in and of itself, is not a panacea .
I might take this opportunity to
address the earlier question about th e
government contracting with consultin g
firms for revenue estimating . There ar e
lots of occasions for the government t o
contract with private companies to purchase data sources, including the kinds
of data sources that would be applicabl e
to revenue estimating, but that wouldn' t
really answer some of the very har d
questions that one has to answer in orde r
to compute an estimate .
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William Modah l
Let me first respond to the basi c
theme of today's panel discussion, "I s
the U .S. approach to international taxation becoming backdoor protectionism? "
The short answer is no. It has long tended
in that direction and I'm going to focu s

tically reduce after-tax returns on th e
overseas investment of U.S . multination als, that is, raise their cost of capital to
levels that would make it impossible fo r
them to compete in global markets . Ha d
that legislation been adopted, I doub t
that you would now be listening to me.
Instead, you might be hearing the representative of a Japanese or German company complaining of tax rules affectin g
their U.S. subsidiary.
The underlying belief behind the
protectionist campaign was the idea tha t
a dollar invested overseas was a dollar
lost to U .S . investment and that a loss i n
U.S. jobs and exports would follow . Th e
implicit vision is of an isolated U .S. economy whose interaction with other economies is limited to the export of finishe d
goods, importing nothing and running a
large trade surplus .

on the kind of protectionism that impedes overseas investment of the U .S.
During the early 1970s the tax protectionist movement became quite explicit when organized labor, particularl y
the AFL-CIO, organized a major campaign for these ends . As a principal constituency of the party that has lon g
dominated Congress, labor had little
trouble in putting their program on the
legislative agenda in the form of th e
Burke-Hartke legislation . This initiative
would have delivered a 1-2 knockou t
punch to U.S. multinational industries .
The plan was to accelerate the tax o n
unremitted overseas earnings and subject them to double taxation by substan tially eliminating the foreign tax credit .
The effect would have been to dras -

If this sounds familiar to you, i t
should . It is the same idea of nationa l
economic welfare as that propounded b y
the 17th century mercantilists . It is an
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interesting historical fact that the ta x
protection campaign shares the assump tions of the mercantilist group that ther e
is only so much trade and investment to
go around and that nations have to figh t
for a bigger share of a fixed pie .
"Had [Burke-Hartke] been adopted, I
doubt that you would now be listenin g
to me . Instead, you might be hearin g
the representative of a Japanese o r
German company complaining of ta x
rules affecting their U .S. subsidiary ."
Of course, these assumptions are
utterly wrong . Global investment is today highly mobile across borders . Experience has shown that those companie s
that invest overseas also invest more a t
home . Those which create jobs oversea s
create jobs at home, and they increas e
exports as well . These facts have bee n
repeatedly supported by academic studies, and they represent the experience of
my own and many other companies .
In fact, U.S. economic welfare is bes t
served by participating in internationa l
economic integration . In Europe this i s
well understood as evidenced by Europ e
1992, the campaign for economic integration . European politicians are trying
to help their domestic economies by facilitating trans-border investment an d
economic activity of all kinds .
Fortunately, the Burke-Hartke de bate took place when Congress used t o
hold hearings before enacting drasti c
legislative measures affecting the econ-

omy, and Members took an interest in
matters reaching beyond the Gramm Rudman snapshot . While Burke-Hartk e
provoked an avalanche of criticism and
could not get in the front door, the under lying assumptions, nevertheless, hav e
continued. A revenue-driven series o f
incremental changes has brought us a
long way toward what was originall y
sought—tax rules that tend to isolate th e
U.S . from the world economy . This has
occurred just as the foreign competitio n
has come up to full competitive speed
and as impediments are coming dow n
elsewhere .
Let me first discuss the progress
made toward the Burke-Hartke objective of eliminating the foreign tax credi t
as an effective device to prevent double
taxation .
First, the reasonable proposition tha t
costs related to international income
should be allocated to it in calculatin g
"U.S. economic welfare is best serve d
by participating in internationa l
economic integration . In Europe this is
well understood as evidenced b y
Europe 1992, the campaign fo r
economic integration . Europea n
politicians are trying to help thei r
domestic economies by facilitating
trans-border investment and economi c
activity of all kinds . "
the foreign tax credit was blown up t o
produce quite unreasonable results i n
many instances . The Section 861 Regs .
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issued in 1977 allocate large pools of
domestically-incurred expense to foreig n
income under rather nebulous and inde terminate standards drawn mainly to
" . . . the most severe damage to th e

foreign tax credit's ability to preven t
double taxation was inflicted by th e
1986 act . "
maximize U.S. tax revenue rather than to
produce a roughly equitable result . Often the effect is to swamp the limitatio n
formula and produce double taxation .
This is particularly apt to happen wher e
foreign income of an enterprise is only a
fraction of its total operations .
Second, the baskets approach artficially divides up overseas operations s o
as to limit credit . Under these rules th e
taxpayer must separately calculate th e
foreign tax credit for various types of
income, rather than consider the taxe s
incurred by the overall business activity .
From the businessman's point o f
view, his integrated business activitie s
will necessarily involve a variety of trans actions that generate a combination o f
high and low effective rates . If he cannot
average, he pays more U.S. tax on lowtax items but does not get credit for thos e
high-tax items . The result is double taxation of a sort as compared to foreig n
business firms who suffer no such rules .
There were many other changes, too
numerous to list, put forth under vary ing partial rationales, but generally de signed to dilute and reduce credits .
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However, the most severe damage to th e
foreign tax credit's ability to preven t
double taxation was inflicted by the 198 6
act.
First, capital cost recovery on domestic operations was sharply lowered ,
and many deductible items were hence forth required to be capitalized or inven toried . These and other changes artificially expanded the domestic corporat e
taxable base far beyond internationa l
norms . A small amount of this expansio n
was offset by reducing the nominal rate
from 46 to 34% .
Presto, the credit evaporates, al though the U.S. burden on domesti c
income is higher than before . Becaus e
other countries maintain higher nominal
rates albeit on much lower bases, foreig n
taxes paid appear to be in excess of th e
U.S. 34% rate and cannot be credited .
The second part of the Burke-Hartk e
protectionist agenda was the plan fo r
accelerated taxation of unremitted earn ings, the so-called "deferral issue ." Over
the years there has been a continual
expansion of Subpart F rules for curren t
taxation of overseas earnings . But the
real joker may turn out to be the one-line
commensurate-with-income amendmen t
to Section 482 that appeared in the 198 6
act . It was reportedly adopted to dea l
with certain abuses in the royalty area ,
and inserted without hearings, withou t
testimony, Member sponsorship, or,
perhaps, even understanding .
The measure was inserted under a
revenue estimate so low as to sugges t
that nothing of consequence was occur -

ring . Under this amendment the staff ha s
effectively overturned the entire field o f
arms-length international practice . Al though the authors claim not to hav e
done so, many domestic and foreign
commentators are of the view that such
is the effect of that amendment .
The Treasury-IRS White Paper, is sued last year, sets forth the meaning, a s
they see it, of that amendment. Pursuan t
to the White Paper we learn that any
product that makes above a nomina l
profit is presumed to involve intangible s
of great value. The White Paper woul d
deny any more than a nominal oversea s
profit to genuine economic inputs unde r
a complicated methodology referred t o
as the basic arms-length return method.

"It appears that an effort is bein g
made to issue something of a blan k
check to IRS auditors to decide ,
backed up by the usual formidabl e
procedural presumptions, what profit ,
if any, shall be allowed to remain t o
overseas operations, particularly i n
those countries that have chosen t o
develop their economies by not taxin g
capital. "
A prominent authority on the economic s
of transfer pricing, Dr. Irving Plotkin ,
describes the methodology as economi c
nonsense. It appears that an effort is bein g
made to issue something of a blank chec k
to IRS auditors to decide, backed up by
the usual formidable procedural presumptions, what profit, if any, shall be
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allowed to remain to overseas operations, particularly in those countries tha t
have chosen to develop their economie s
by not taxing capital .
What is often overlooked is the wa y
that audit and enforcement activitie s
bolster the agenda . Suffice it to say tha t
last year the IRS raised $9 .6 billion fro m
the approximately 1,500 taxpayers in the
large case coordinated examination pro gram, an increase of 30% over the prio r
year. Nearly all of it was in foreign ta x
credit disallowance and intercompan y
pricing adjustments .
From taxpayers representing what I
estimate to be about 2% of the U .S. taxable income, more than 50% of all audit
adjustments were made, mostly fro m
issues over which reasonable men usually can differ . Huge adjustments are
proposed and must be negotiated in a n
essentially standardless environment. I n
these circumstances, businessmen can not reasonably predict the economi c
results of their international operations .
This uncertainty is itself a significan t
disincentive to global competition .
Query : how much revenue raise d
by this means is meaningful enforcement, and how much is simply the use o f
the uncertainties of nebulous law an d
overwhelming procedural advantages to
extract large amounts of revenue fro m
companies that have often made ever y
reasonable effort to comply ?
Tax auditors in foreign countrie s
generally look to local economic input s
to see that a reasonable income is bein g
earned under all the circumstances . If so,
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that is usually the end of the matter . In
contrast, U .S. auditors look all over th e
globe to try to find earnings and then
seek to develop rationales as to why i t
"From taxpayers representing what I
estimate to be about 2% of the U .S.
taxable income, more than 50% of al l
audit adjustments were made, mostl y
from issues over which reasonabl e
men usually can differ . Hug e
adjustments are proposed and must b e
negotiated in an essentiall y

economy .
The work of the tax protectionists i s
increasingly dangerous to U .S. economic
welfare because other nations have rapidly closed the competitive gap . We are
in a neck and neck race and can no longe r
afford to handicap ourselves with a
unique approach to international taxation that is out of line with the norms o f
other nations . Our system serves only t o
drive up the cost of capital and increase
the risk for precisely those industrie s
that are on the leading edge of technological innovation and are in the forefront of our nation's struggle to keep u p
to speed competitively . Such a syste m

standardless environment ."
should be taxed by the U .S., currently
and without offsetting foreign tax credits.
Much of the U .S. approach coul d
perhaps be characterized as an unpredictable surtax on international operations . Efforts are under way to increas e
this already heavy concentration on th e
few as part of a revenue-inspired conception of tax administration that badl y
needs rethinking.
The consequences of these trends i s
the achievement, partially, perhaps substantially, of the original objectives of the
tax protectionist movement . Today the
U.S. has the most complex and extrater ritorial system in the world for the taxa tion of international operations . No othe r
industrial nation comes close . One woul d
think that this fact alone would give paus e
to any reasonably open-minded perso n
concerned about U.S. economic welfare
in today's rapidly integrating global
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will not really work to achieve its ostensible objectives . It will simply cause economic development to shift elsewhere . If
the system is made airtight as to U .S.
multinationals, then foreign multination als will be the beneficiaries .
"Today the U .S . has the most comple x
and extraterritorial system in th e
world for the taxation of internationa l
operations . No other industrial natio n
comes close . One would think that
this fact alone would give pause t o
any reasonably open-minded perso n
concerned about U .S. economi c
welfare in today's rapidly integratin g
global economy . "
We are not merely talking abou t
U.S . competitiveness in foreign countries . We are talking about economi c
survival at home . That we should b e

doing ourselves so much harm with ou r
tax policy for such trivial ends is amazing. It is ironic that while we have mad e
considerable progress in reducing trad e
protectionism through GATT and othe r
negotiations, tax protectionism is proba bly at its high-water mark .
Foreign retaliation to the Whit e
Paper and increasing treaty overrides
will not be long in coming . Harry Truman once said, "The only new thing i n
the world is the history you haven'tread ."
In this case the history that's being ignored is what Adam Smith and Davi d
Ricardo and David Hume had to sa y
about international trade, including division of labor and comparative advantage .
Also being ignored are curren t
events, including the global economi c
integration that is taking place in front o f
our noses . Yet only recently, a prominen t
government tax economist said that i t
made no difference to the welfare of th e
United States if Digital could make an d
sell computers in foreign countries . This
is like saying it makes no difference in
Massachusetts, Digital's home state, if
we can sell computers in Connecticut or
California .
If we don't succeed overseas we
won't long survive at home . Leading
edge industries are global, not local, an d
have to be in order to survive. In fact,
more than half of Digital's sales are over seas.
George Orwell once said, "We hav e
come to the point where the first duty o f
every intelligent person is simply to point
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out the obvious ." To put it in the simples t
possible terms, just ask yourself what th e
U.S. domestic economy would look lik e
if something like the national rules were
applied by each state . Our economy gre w
to what it is today because of nationa l
economic integration, a transition fro m
isolated colonies to a great national
market.
Today, borders are shrinking and
the U.S. itself is like one of those colonies .

"Our economy grew to what it is toda y
because of national economi c
integration, a transition from isolate d
colonies to a great national market . "
As George Malone of The Wall Street Journal has pointed out, "Political grandstanding on behalf of fortress America
makes little sense when the rest of th e
world is busy taking down barriers ,
harmonizing and integrating." We nee d
to complete the process of tax reform
with a major overhaul of corporate taxation in the direction of a border-adjustable system that eliminates both domes tic double taxation of capital and interna tional double taxation of earnings .
We urgently need to assure that ou r
leading industries carry no heavier a
global burden than do their foreig n
competitors . For the Bush Administration and Congress and for our futur e
economic welfare, there should be n o
higher priority than reversing the slid e
into parochialism that has characterize d
our international tax policy .
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This means pulling back from extra territoriality and unilateralism, with all
the risk on the back of the U .S. taxpayer .
We must move toward an approac h
which relies on consensus within th e
business community, and with the tax
authorities of other nations in developing equitable rules based primarily on
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U.S. taxation of U .S. source income,
whether accomplished by a source approach or an effective global credit system.
This is the sort of regime that will
enable the global economy to prospe r
and U .S. firms to have a fair shot a t
success .

Philip Morriso n
First, I want to make clear that I d o
embrace Treasury's and, I think, mos t
economists' general policy of promoting
open foreign trade and open foreig n
investment . As stated quite well recentl y
by Deputy Treasury Secretary Robson ,
'We continue to welcome market-drive n
foreign investment in the United State s
and seek to liberalize investment policie s
abroad . Our policy rests on the beliefs
that capital must be free to flow to it s
most efficient use . That free capital
movement maximizes productivity, fosters economic growth and enhances stan dards of living throughout the world .
And that economic nationalism should
not undermine the optimum allocatio n
of resources ."
This policy, with some importan t
divergences, dates back in the Treasur y
Department, at least, to Alexander
Hamilton. It's based as Hamilton said,
"not on theory or sentiment but on economic self interest." As the world does
better, the United States does better . What
this policy portends for tax policy, how ever, is not always clear.
Taxes, when viewed in isolation
from what they pay for, are always goin g
to increase the cost of capital and reduc e
profits . Unlike historic trade barriers lik e
tariffs, an income tax is not fundamen-

tends to alter economic choices that
would be made differently in the absence of those trade measures . What i s
termed by some as tax protectionism ha s
no such design. Indeed, the opposite i s
what is generally intended. The argument is really whether it achieved it o r
not.
The intention is to take taxes out o f
decisions that should be driven by economic efficiency, not to put them into it,
and to leave economic choices where
they would be in the absence of taxes .
Investment in plant and equipment an d
jobs, either in the United States or offshore, should be based on economic effi "Investment in plant and equipmen t
and jobs, either in the United States o r
offshore, should be based on economi c
efficiency, not on whether taxes are
higher or lower in a given location . "
ciency, not on whether taxes are higher
or lower in a given location .
In a world where different countries
may set radically different effective tax
rates, however, business decisions may
be based on taxes, thus taxes appear to b e
put unwillingly back into the calculus .
This phenomenon causes tax neutrality

tally and purposely aimed at distorting
the free-flow of capital and forcing, for a
transitory local benefit, global economi c

to mean different things to differen t
people .
A representative of a U .S.-based

inefficiencies .
Trade protectionism by design in -

multinational, for instance, will complai n
that the U.S. tax system is biased against
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U.S. multinational investment overseas ,
particularly in tax havens, to the detriment of such a company's competitive
advantage vis-a-vis a multinational fro m
another country. For example, in Switzerland the earnings of a foreign subsidi ary, even when repatriated, are generally exempt from home country taxation .
A representative of a foreign-based
multinational, on the other hand, wil l
complain that the U .S. tax system is increasingly hostile, or at least threatens to
be hostile, towards foreign investment i n
the United States . While I have som e
sympathy for both positions, I hav e
somewhat greater fears, with respect to
the current potential, for irrational dam age to foreign investment in the Unite d
States . The conscious, and actually stated ,
disregard shown by Congress in recen t
years has hindered our attempts to harmonize international taxation throug h
tax treaties .
This greater fear on the inboun d
side is also based on my belief that suc h
harmonization, elusive though it ma y
be, is the best path to solutions to both th e
inbound and the outbound complaints.
It more adequately recognizes the growing globalization of the marketplace . Thi s
doesn't necessarily mean that I believ e
tax treaties are the chief means to achiev e
a desired end. Perhaps more importan t
is the unilateral rationalization of th e
U.S . tax system to invite, and more importantly to enable, greater harmony .
The criticisms that are leveled at the
current system by a U .S.-based multina tional are probably well founded . Ac-
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ceptable transfer prices, particularly fo r
intangibles, are, at least under today' s
scheme, guess work, both by taxpayer s
and by the IRS . The multiplicity of th e
"The conscious, and actually stated ,
disregard shown by Congress [o f
foreign investment in the U .S .] i n
recent years has hindered ou r
attempts to harmonize internationa l
taxation through tax treaties . "
foreign tax credit baskets; the discontinuity of those baskets with other credi t
systems like the per country approac h
that many take ; and the complexity an d
occasional inequity of the U.S. allocation
rules create some real potential for doubl e
taxation . Finally, Subpart F does not
always work in predictable or rational
ways . All of these conspire to make some
U.S .-based multinationals less competitive than some of their foreign competitors. These admitted problems do not
lead one to the conclusion that the U .S.
should abandon residence-based taxation, however, and move to a territoria l
system . To understand why, let us review what I call the three basic theories
of international taxation : capital expor t
neutrality, national neutrality and capital import neutrality.
Capital export neutrality argues tha t
tax issues should not affect the U .S .
multinational's decision to invest either
in the U.S. or overseas, lest inefficientl y
large amounts of capital are invested in

low-tax or no-tax jurisdictions. It strive s
to achieve the same worldwide economi c
allocation of resources that would occu r
in the absence of any taxes . Thus, under
capital export neutrality, all of the U .S.
multinational's income worldwid e
should be taxed by the U.S. If deferral
were repealed, our present system woul d
come close to a capital export neutrality.
National neutrality was put forwar d
in the Burke-Hartke Bill in the early 1970s .
It argues that the decision between over seas or U.S. investment should be neutral, not from an economic perspective ,
but from the U .S. fisks perspective .

Capital import neutrality, the thir d
approach, argues for a territorial ta x
system . Proponents of capital impor t
neutrality do not agree that foreign activities take place at the expense o f
domestic ones. They cite considerable
empirical evidence that in fact, the reverse seems to be true, that U.S. multinationals' foreign activities may cause the m
to expand domestic employment and
activity. Their conclusion is that it is a
mistake to worry about a trade-off between domestic and foreign activities o f
U.S. multinationals.
Instead, if activities can most profitably be done in a no- or low-tax jurisdiction, some firm will do them there.
Thus, the real trade-off, they argue, i s
whether they will be done by foreign based firms or U .S.-based firms . It is sel f

"Therefore, tax policy makers are
reluctant to start down what the y
consider a slippery slope of exemptin g
activities from taxation simpl y

Thus, this approach would not onl y
repeal deferral but would also repeal th e
foreign tax credit so that Treasury collects nearly the same amount of revenu e
whichever way the investment decision
goes, U .S. or foreign, even when the foreign tax rate is as high as the U.S.'s. This
approach, while contending that it i s
aimed at maximizing U.S. interests, rejects the belief that many, including me ,
hold . The U .S.'s own interests are bes t
served by rules that lead to global economic efficiency, not those that sacrifice

evident, at least to this school, that U .S.
welfare is maximized if the latter occurs .
Although these arguments hav e
been made by many business leaders fo r
many years, they've only been partiall y
successful in convincing U .S. tax policy
makers . One problem may be thei r
emphasis on maximizing U .S., as op posed to global welfare. This objective
can just as easily lead to the opposite
conclusion . Indeed in a national neutrality school, the Burke-Hartke folks also
claim to achieve their goal . They recommend just the opposite approach, a dras tic increase in the U .S. taxation of foreign
direct investment abroad, rather than its
elimination .

global efficiency for an elusive and al ways temporary national advantage .

Another problem with capital import neutrality and territoriality may b e

because it's considered a good to th e
U.S. economy ."
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one of perception. One can interpre t
import neutrality's call for a territorial
treatment as saying that foreign direct
investment of aU.S. multinational is goo d
"Territoriality . . . is only a n
incomplete and inadequate ste p
toward addressing the competitiv e
issue. A more complete response that
doesn't result in misallocations could

foreign firms also produce for the U .S.
market . They are not taxed currently or
at all by their home countries if the y
locate in a low or zero tax location, a t
least not some of them .
Low-tax operations of U.S. subsidiaries should not face tax at the U .S. rate,
therefore, the argument goes, becaus e
they would be put at a competitive disadvantage . The problem is that purely
domestic U .S. companies also compete
with lightly taxed foreign producers tha t
import into the United States . Further,

gut the income tax . Indeed, this i s
why Japan and the U .K. hav e
predominantly residence-base d
systems, like our own . "
for the U.S. economy. Therefore, it should
not be taxed by the United States . The
problem is that tax policy makers hear
this argument about many activities ,
including home building, oil drilling ,
venture capital, and even the provisio n
of business lunches .
Therefore, they're reluctant to star t
down what they consider a slippery slop e
of exempting activities from taxatio n
simply because it's considered a good t o
the U.S. economy . The difficulty lies i n
drawing the line at the truly deservin g
ones . Recent analyses of a recurrent international tax policy issue provide even a
better example of the slippery slop e
problem .
The issue is the so-called runawa y
plant problem . The proposal would repeal deferral for income of U .S. oversea s
subsidiaries that produce for export bac k
into the United States . The analyses i n
opposition to this proposal point out that
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other domestic companies are exporters
and they compete with foreign firm s
which may be lightly taxed .
It's difficult, therefore, to kno w
where to draw the line . On the competitiveness point, it is inadequate merely t o
adopt capital import neutrality and the
territoriality it suggests . The competitiveness argument requires tax exemp "The recently defeated proposal t o
deny an immediate deduction fo r
offshore R&D, a pro-U.S. located
research bit of protectionism, is but a n
extension of the heretofor e
uncriticized, but equally protectionis t
denial of the R&D credit for offshor e
research . And the protectionist R& D
credit is but the most-recent progen y
of the protectionist investment credit ,
which was not permitted for propert y
used offshore. "
tion for all export and import competin g
activities in the United States, as well a s

petitive difficulties that U .S. firms see m
to face abroad . Indeed, there are protectionist provisions strewn throughout th e
Code, some of which are quite old .
The recently defeated proposal to
deny an immediate deduction for offshore R&D, a pro-U.S. located researc h
bit of protectionism, is but an extensio n
of the heretofore uncriticized, but equall y

for foreign direct investment . At least for
a large-market, industrialized country
like the U .S ., true capital import neutral ity would result in marked erosion to th e
U.S. tax basis since anyone, i .e ., nearl y
everyone who faces foreign competition ,
would have a good argument for a clai m
to exemption .
Territoriality, therefore is not a goo d
answer . It's only an incomplete and inadequate step toward addressing th e
competitive issue. A more complete response that doesn't result in misallocations could gut the income tax . Indeed ,
this is why japan and the U.K. hav e
predominantly residence-based systems ,
like our own .

"Economists increasingly write tha t
multinationals' major contribution s
may be to undertake activities lik e
research and goodwill development ,
that only large companies ca n
successfully do, and equall y

If territoriality is to be rejected, s o
should protectionist remnants of territoriality also be discarded, or at least new
ones not adopted . While I would not go
so far as to suggest the elimination of al l
source-based U.S. taxation of foreign
investment in the United States, I wil l
argue against the creation of any ne w

protectionist denial of the R&D credit for
offshore research . And the protectionis t

source-based taxes, such as the recentl y
rejected capital gains tax on foreign share holders. I'll also argue against unilateral
overrides of treaties which are intende d
to mutually reduce source-based taxation. And I'll also argue against discrimination against foreign persons investin g
here or discrimination in favor of U .S.
persons .
These problems are the real evidences of the use of the tax system as a
protectionist tool . While they're not re ally new, they have got a new focu s

R&D credit is but the most-recent progeny of the protectionist investment credit,
which was not permitted for property
used offshore .
It's also the progeny of the protectionist energy credit, same as the invest ment credit ; the protectionism in denying accelerated depreciation for offshore
property, much more important under
ACRS but still an element; and the protectionism of denying higher rates fo r
percentage depletion to offshore mines,
to name just a few .

recently because of the increasing coin-

Assuming these protectionist pro -

importantly, to compete among
themselves to make sure that thes e
activities don't occur at the expens e
of monopoly distortions . "
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visions can be eliminated and new provisions like them fended off, what mor e
can be done? If one rejects territoriality,
what does it mean for the future of U.S.
international tax policy? Do I, Phil Morrison, advocate the repeal of deferral ?
And, if you disagree with me in rejectin g
territoriality and advocate the adoptio n
of a capital import neutrality system ,
should you work for the territorial system of taxation?
The answer is that it doesn't reall y
matter any more . Capital export neutrality and capital import neutrality are increasingly irrelevant in the increasingly
globalized economy . To prove the point ,
I would like to look to the chief policy
implications of the two theories .
The repeal of deferral, for example ,
was the biggest issue for capital expor t
neutrality proponents for years, but it n o
longer is very significant in terms o f
increasing federal revenues . The lates t
estimates show that the revenue loss du e
to deferral is only about $100 million a
year . Even this number maybe too large,
because it does not consider collatera l
issues that would be raised by a proposa l
to repeal deferral .
Repealing deferral in the pures t
fashion, for example, would require treat ing overseas subsidiaries just like branch
operations . This treatment, of course ,
could reduce U .S. tax, since losses of
overseas subsidiaries would be availabl e
to reduce U .S . taxable income, a situatio n
not currently present . Even more impor tant would be the effect on the allocatio n
of interest expenses in the foreign tax
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credit calculation .
The Tax Reform Act of '86 stacke d
the rules heavily against foreign subsidi aries in this regard . Treating subsidiarie s
as branches, however, would unstac k
the deck, effectively instituting the worldwide fungibility solution to this disparity. Worldwide fungibility was considered during the Senate deliberations on
the '86 act. Estimates done at the tim e
show that it would cost several times th e
$100 million that the tax expenditur e
budget lists as the annual cost of maintaining deferral.
On the opposite side is the adoption
of the sort of territorial system that Ger many has, for example . The participation exemption system may have a detri mental impact on some U .S . multinationals and may not lose any revenue a s
a result even on a static basis, if collateral
issues are decided in the fashion that I
can assure you Congress will decide
them.
First, those multinationals now in
an excess foreign tax credit position, or a t
least those in an excess position in th e
general basket, and I think there ar e
plenty, pay more than enough foreig n
tax on such income to offset all U .S . tax
on that foreign income . These companie s
are not going to pay U.S . tax on foreig n
general basket income whether the law i s
changed or not.
Second and more important, consider the collateral issue of the allocatio n
of interest expenses . One would thin k
that a participation exemption woul d
significantly reduce the effects of thes e

rules because they govern the foreign ta x
credit limitation, which no longer woul d
be a major issue under a territorial system.
However, they could be brough t
right back into force by applying another
principle of tax law that interest expens e

implies, many think, that multinationa l
corporations no longer play a significan t
role, or at least not the dominant role, i n
allocating capital efficiently worldwide .
Instead economists increasingl y
write that multinationals' major contri butions may be to undertake activitie s
like research and goodwill development,
that only large companies can success -

corresponding to tax-exempt assets
should not be deductible (Section 265) .

"A useful starting point may be to consider what would happen if both th e
multinational's home country and the country hosting its activities had a ta x
system that was exactly like the United States' .
If any of the multinational's income would be taxed twice, or if any would escap e
taxation completely, then the U .S. tax system would seem to be flawed as a
model either for other countries to follow or as a starting point for negotiations fo r
what we hope will be future harmonization . They should, therefore, be unilaterall y
changed by the United States."
Assets in foreign branches and subsidiaries, which under a territorial system
would be exempt from tax, account for a
significant fraction of many U .S. companies' assets . A participation exemption
proposal that disallowed a corresponding fraction of the U.S. companies' interest deductions almost certainly therefore
would be a net revenue raiser.
The two major policy implication s
of the two basic competing theories re ally do not matter much any more base d
on this analysis . In this new environmen t
discussions of tax policy toward foreign
direct investment income should be base d
on a fresh approach . The presence o f
vastly expanded international capita l
markets over the past twenty years

fully do, and equally importantly, to
compete among themselves to make sur e
that these activities don't occur at the
expense of monopoly distortions . International trade economics has made progress recently in studying these activities .
Unfortunately this work has not ye t
been applied to international tax polic y
issues . Preliminary speculation, however,
seems to indicate that an important goal
for tax policy toward multinational cor porations may be to harmonize the ta x
systems of the major multinational cor poration home countries . A useful start ing point may be to consider what woul d
happen if both the multinational's hom e
country and the country hosting its ac tivities had a tax system that was exactl y
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like the United States' .
If any of the multinational's incom e
would be taxed twice, or if any would
escape taxation completely, then the U .S.

anywhere.
Other aspects of U.S. law, either ol d
or newly focused upon since tax reform ,
for example, the special source rule fo r
income from exports, flunk the standar d
in the opposite direction. If both countries contain them, some income woul d
escape taxation completely .
In short, it seems to me that thi s
harmonizability standard may be a useful tool for identifying the aspects of
current U .S. rules that require further

tax system would seem to be flawed as a
model either for other countries to follow or as a starting point for negotiations
for what we hope will be future harmoni zation . They should, therefore, be unilaterally changed by the United States .
It's interesting to note that several o f
the most important new issues fail t o
meet this harmonizability standard .
Again, taking interest allocation as a n
example, it can be shown that if both the
host and the home countries use the
current U .S. rules, some interest expens e
would not be allowed as a deduction

analysis. It is this, and not a focus on th e
traditional capital export, capital impor t
neutrality theories where the tax polic y
types like myself and others at Treasur y
should focus their attention .
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Alan Reynold s
I am going to focus on the rationale
for some of the recent protectionist pro posals that almost got in and their context. But the rationale behind efforts t o

the problem that Bill Modahl was primarily talking about, we were trying to
keep U.S. companies inside the Unite d
States, not trying to keep foreign compa nies out. However, both of them are

abuse the tax code in order to distort
allocation of investment keeps changing. It is a constant threat, and if we ar e
going to fend it off, we have to fend it off
with logic and evidence .
Going back to 1967, for example, The
American Challenge by Servan-Schreiber
predicted that by the 1980s the American
multinationals would have bought u p
all of Europe . He was genuinely concerned about that, but of course it did no t
happen . Using the same excuse, the Lati n
American countries were so afraid of
foreign investment that they actively
almost banned and kept foreign investr

"The American Challenge by Servan -

Schreiber predicted that by the 198O s
the American multinationals woul d
have bought up all of Europe . "
ment out. Instead of getting foreig n
equity, they used government debt instead, and we know what happened after that .
In the United States throughout th e
1970s, the big worry was that the Ameri can companies were building too many
factories overseas, particularly in Asia,
particularly in so-called tax havens . No w
we've become a tax haven, and this prob lem keeps changing . If you remember

symptomatic of the same mindset . The
mindset is that we want to stay out of th e
world economy.
In fact, in the 1970s U .S. investmen t

"Taking into account both assets an d
liabilities, net worth has gone up i n
the United States . The foreign
investment is a goodly portion of that,
and we should be glad to have it . "
opportunities looked so bad in this hig h
tax, high inflation environment tha t
Americans began looking for places to
make investments and loans in suc h
unpromising places as Poland and Peru .
At that time, we were not a net debtor —
we were a net lender . Some people still
think that was a better situation, but I
think it is safer to be a debtor than to
make bad loans .
There is a tendency for those wh o
object to foreign investment to equate i t
with debt even though much of it i s
equity. Using single entry bookkeepin g
thus means forgetting that there are as sets to go along with these liabilities. The
value of U.S. buildings and equipment ,
for example, went from $15 .9 trillion i n
1982 to $23 .4 trillion in 1988 . That fa r
exceeded the increase in total debt, in -
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cluding government debt . That does no t
even count land . It does not count the $ 2
trillion appreciation in the U .S. stock
market .
Taking into account both assets an d
liabilities, net worth has gone up in th e
United States . The foreign investment i s
a goodly portion of that, and we should
be glad to have it . The most fashionabl e
anxiety today is not the old one of exporting jobs of the 1970s, but in fact the worr y
is that we are importing jobs, or at leas t
by the same logic that must be the problem. Because instead of American companies exporting — doing their investing overseas — foreign companies are
investing here.
Are we supposed to be concerne d
about Japanese factories producing car s
and stereos in the United States? Are all
of the many Swiss and German companies that dot the landscape of New Jerse y
also supposed to be a problem? All th e
foreign pension funds that are biddin g
up the prices of stocks and bonds in th e
United States are also alleged to be a
problem, but I do not see why .
"There has always been a group i n
Congress that wanted to isolate an d
insulate the U .S . economy from foreig n
competitive pressure of any sort —
goods, assets, anything — but n o
successful economy today can operat e
on the premise of isolationism ."
There has always been a group i n
Congress that wanted to isolate and in -
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sulate the U .S . economy from foreig n
competitive pressure of any sort—goods ,
assets, anything — but no successful
economy today can operate on the premise of isolationism .
There has always been anothe r
" . . . it appears to me that som e
members of Congress want to buil d
the tax and regulatory reportin g
equivalent of a new Berlin Wall aroun d
the United States ."
group of legislators, often the same legislators, that has been eager to protect the
managers of poorly run companies from
takeovers or buyouts of any sort, domes tic or foreign, even though these takeovers might well enrich U .S. stockholders .
Both of these anticompetitive interests find common ground in thinly disguised efforts to discourage foreign in vestment by tinkering with the tax cod e
or regulations. Several of the recent pro tectionist proposals were sneaked int o
the budget reconciliation process bu t
most of them were finally booted out .
But the fact that they existed wa s
indicative of the sort of thing that migh t
be coming . One of them was an attemp t
to tax the capital gains on sales of stock i n
U.S . companies by foreigners who own
more than ten percent of such stock . Sinc e
the wholly illusory estimate of tax revenue was no more than $5 million — tha t
is million, not billion — obviously revenue was not the point . There was a hid -

den agenda at work, but the agenda wa s
not too well hidden. The Financial Times
caught it quickly with a headline tha t
said "U.S . Plan Attacks Foreign Buyers ."
The proposal caused "considerabl e
nervousness" among investors in th e
United Kingdom who happen to man age a lot of money . If the bill had passe d
I am quite sure that the collapse of interest in U.S . shares would have crashed the
stock market, much as the mere hint o f
anti-takeover legislation on October 14,
1987, helped to crash both stocks and th e
dollar .
Retaliation against a proposal lik e
that would be almost guaranteed . Why
should other countries sit back and let us
collect our hefty 28-33 percent capital
gains tax on Japanese funds, Europea n
and other mutual funds that we buy.
They would not do that very long . If we
got into a kind of competition to see who
could tax people who had never even set
foot on their soil, there would be n o
capital gains revenue windfall anywher e
"What conceivable problem coul d

for research outside the United States . I f
that were enacted foreign parent companies would simply stop doing researc h
in the United States, and instead licens e
their research, and charge royalties to
any surviving U.S. affiliates . Obviously,
that would reduce U.S. corporate profit s
and therefore reduce corporate profi t
receipts .
There was another proposal dealin g
with earnings strippings which woul d
have denied deductions for interes t
payments to a related foreign company ,
violating most existing treaties, as wel l
as model income treaties, that deal with
treating firms equally. Again, the real
point of this sort of tax brutality is t o
penalize companies that have foreig n
parents .
What such proposals are makin g
abundantly clear is that foreigners wish ing to do business in the United State s
are not welcome . Among reporting requirements, there is already the witch hunting committee on foreign investmen t
which threatens slow and burdensom e
case-by-case disclosure on various na-

because there would instead be capita l
losses everywhere as the efficient flow o f
capital around the world contracted .

tional security grounds .
From this tendency in both regulations and taxes, it appears to me tha t
some members of Congress want to buil d
the tax and regulatory reporting equivalent of a new Berlin Wall around th e
United States. And this Berlin Wall i s
designed sometimes to keep foreigners
out, or in the case of Burke-Hartke, t o
keep American investment in . Neither of

Another amazingly provincial proposal would have disallowed deduction

those things are feasible and are certainly not desirable.

there be with foreign investment that
requires such risky bullying o f
countries with which we have tax
treaties -- countries that do not d o
the same thing to us? "
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What conceivable problem coul d
there be with foreign investment tha t
requires such risky bullying of countrie s
with which we have tax treaties — countries that do not do the same thing to us ?
Let's examine some facts of foreign in vestment.
"Japan, against whom most of th e
anxiety seems to be focused, is onl y
the third largest foreign investor in th e
United States, way behind Britain an d
the Netherlands ."
Foreigners hold about one percen t
of farm land, six percent of U .S. stock ,
thirteen percent of corporate bonds, an d
fifteen percent of government debt . U .S.
direct investment in other countries stil l
exceeds their investment here, although
that is shifting some . Japan, against whom
most of the anxiety seems to be focused ,
is only the third largest foreign investo r
in the United States, way behind Britain
and the Netherlands . The Japanes e
mainly buy bonds or build factories . Real
estate only accounts for five and a hal f
percent of Japanese total investment. Tha t
is despite the nice resorts they have pu t
in Hawaii, and some new hotels in Ne w
York, which is okay, too . In fact, if we di d
proper accounting and valued our U .S.
investments in Tokyo real estate at cur rent value rather than at what they cos t
ten, fifteen, or twenty years ago it ma y
well be that we still own more there tha n
they do here .
Half of Canadian manufacturing and

a fifth of West German manufacturing i s
foreign-owned . They do not complai n
about that . In our case it is five percent .
We worry about that . Foreign ownershi p
accounts for a larger share of all majo r
countries' stock and bonds . I mentione d
it is thirteen, fifteen percent here, but tha t
is true everywhere . That is just diversifi cation . As pension funds and mutual
funds offer people the ability to invest in
various countries, everybody now own s
more of each other's stocks and bonds . It
is not a problem ; in fact it minimizes risk .
There is even a Mexico fund liste d
on the New York Stock Exchange . Those
who bought into it earlier in the year at $ 4
(it is now about 10 or 9 and a half), ar e
going to have to pay capital gains to th e
United States, not to Mexico . Some 3 6
percent of German government bond s
have been snapped up by foreigners i n

"Letting foreigners bid for tangible an d
financial assets raises their value an d
makes Americans richer, not poorer ."
recent years although the share of U .S.
government bonds has actually decline d
over the past ten years .
How could the fact that some foreign investors have a large share of a fe w
companies mean they really contro l
anything? They are not going to contro l
our destiny . They can not force Americans to buy their products . They can no t
force us to buy their securities . They can
not force us to work for them . They have
to abide by the same environmental an d
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labor laws as any other firm.
Even if the proportion were muc h
larger, if there were much more foreign
investment in the United States, ho w
could that hamper U.S. economic policy ,
which is sometimes said to be a concern ?
It supposedly means that the Federa l
Reserve cannot debauch the currenc y
with impunity because if they did, foreigners would demand a higher interes t
rate to compensate for the exchange rate
risk . That is equally true of American
investors . If we debauch the currency ,
American investors will do as they did a
decade ago — put their money in gol d
and Swiss francs . Therefore, losing the
freedom to debauch the currency is no t
necessarily such a bad thing .
A lot of the confusion about foreign
investment arises from zero sum thinking, namely the notion that the stock o f
U.S. capital is fixed, so that if some foreigners have more, we have to have less .
Yet any American who sells stock or rea l
estate to foreigners does not take the
money and burn it. Instead they use the
proceeds to provide equity or loans to
some other business which they find mor e
promising, and the total rises by th e
amount of foreign investment .
Recently a Japanese compan y
bought a half interest in Rockefeller
Center . To judge by some of the commentary, I think people really though t
they were going to box it up brick b y
brick and take it back to Japan . Ther e
were some people talking about sellin g
America cheap ; it is just pure xenophobia . Letting foreigners bid for tangible

and financial assets raises their valu e
and makes Americans richer, not poorer .
Restrictions on what assets foreigners
can buy are also restrictions on what U.S.
owners of assets can sell to the highes t
bidder . Imagine what would happen i f
we prohibited the Japanese people fro m
bidding for Hawaiian homes, for ex ample, and you will get some idea o f
what would happen to the U .S. stock an d
"Many people are acquiring U .S.
assets because they hope to settl e
here and bring with them great skills
and capital . That has always been a
source of strength, not weakness ."
bond market if we discouraged European and Japanese investors from purchasing financial assets .
A lot of complaints about foreig n
investment are based on collectivist idea s
about our property. We're selling ou r
national property, as opposed to privat e
property. The Rockefeller family has a
perfect right to sell its real estate to th e
highest bidder . I have a right to sell my
stock or my home to anybody I please ,
without checking their birth certificate .
It's none of the government's business .
It's what private property rights are al l
about. Some people even got anxiou s
that Rupert Murdoch, an Australian, wa s
buying up a lot of U.S. press. But then h e
became a U.S. citizen and that capita l
outflow suddenly became a capital in flow. He just put up his hand and change d
the accounting .
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We are going to see a lot more o f
that. Many people are acquiring U .S.
assets because they hope to settle here
and bring with them great skills an d
capital . That has always been a source o f
strength, not weakness . It is a myth tha t
the falling dollar from 1986 to 1989 mad e
U.S. stocks and real estate a bargain fo r
foreigners. In point of fact, if you believed what a lot of Harvard and MIT
economists said, that the dollar woul d
just keep nosediving ad infinitum, then
that would also mean that the dividend s
and rents from U .S. assets would b e
devalued when converted back into yen
or deutschmarks .
However, devaluing the incom e
stream from an asset does not raise th e
asset's present value . In December 1977,
The Economist headline read "Americ a
Going Cheap ." This is an old story . Th e
Dow Jones Industrial Average at tha t
time was 823, and that was cheap, but i t
was cheap because few people, foreign
or American, saw a bright future here .
If that falling dollar had really mad e
U.S. assets cheap, then the stock market
would not have been at 823 . Everybody
would have been bidding up the price .
That argument was not very good then ,
and with the Dow a whole lot highe r
than 823, it is a lot weaker now than i t
was in 1977 . In fact, the interest of bot h
American and foreign investors in th e
United States in the past seven years ha s
persisted regardless of the exchange rate.
Investment continued to flow to the
United States with Americans repatriating and bringing back investments that
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they had previously put overseas .
In the first ten months of 1989, th e
dollar went up . But the U .S. stock marke t
rose more than the German market, th e
Japanese market or the British stoc k
market, and that is still true when meas ured in any common currency. What ha s
happened is that the allure of U .S. invest ment opportunities has improved eve r
since marginal tax rates were cut in 1983
and 1988 and inflation tamed .
If a foreigner wants to invest in the
United States, he has to acquire dollars ,
and he can only do that by selling of f
some of his goods or his assets . Since we
do not want their assets as much as the y
want ours, they have to offer goods in stead . And the result is a U .S. capital
surplus and a matching current accoun t
deficit.
On the other side, countries thathav e
a capital deficit, a phrase that should b e
used more often, the other side of thei r
"Many of the worries about foreig n
investment just simply involve naiv e
identification of multinational firm s
with where their headquarters happen s
to be ."
current account surplus, are choosing to
invest some of their savings in the Unite d
States, rather than in their own country ,
thereby enhancing our future prospects .
That means they expect, and they hel p
create, better opportunities for profit able production inside the United States .
In a world where capital is free t o

move with the speed of electronic communications, this whole mercantilist idea
that current accounts should literally be
balanced all the time really makes n o
sense. To have balanced current accounts ,
to have zero current account deficits ,
would mean zero capital flows . That' s
literally impossible. Impossible things
should not be held up as goals . Thi s
quixotic quest for zero capital flows i s
the logic behind much of this effort to us e
taxation to drive foreign investmen t
away.
The benefits from a foreign takeover
of existing plants or hotels may not be a s
obvious as the benefits from brand new
factories . But in point of fact, it is often
more beneficial in providing new equip ment, new management, and new capi tal to firms that are operating below
potential . There was a piece in The New
York Times not long ago that said that
foreign takeovers of ailingU.S. firms "are
creating serious competitive threats t o
American companies . For example, the
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company i s
threatened by the new more powerful
Firestone ." This is just special interes t
pleading. It is Goodyear's management,
not American consumers, who feel threat ened by a revitalized Firestone .
Bridgestone is a much smaller company, with much smaller sales tha n
Goodyear . They plan to pour a billion
and a half dollars into the old Fireston e
outfit in order to try to give Goodyear a
run for their money . I wish them well . It
is called competition, and it is not so bad .
The alternative, probably, would have

been to import more Bridgestone tires
instead of fixing up the Firestone situation .
In an increasingly integrated worl d
economy, it makes no sense to protect so called American firms from so-calle d
foreign firms within the United States ,
whether it's through tax policy or some
other ways . Many of the worries abou t
foreign investment just simply involve
naive identification of multinational firm s
with where their headquarters happen s
to be.
Must we, for example, call jaguar a
U.S . firm because Ford bought it? An d
"Honda is fast becoming mainly a n
Ohio-based producer, and if America n
investors bought a fifty-one percen t
share in American Honda, which the y
are quite free to do, in what sense
would Honda be not just as America n
as, say, Ford? "
what about Ford itself? Ford imports the
Scorpio from Germany, the Tracer fro m
Mexico, the Capri from Australia . They
also export the Ford Probe to japan . Bu t
the Ford Probe is made in a Mazda plan t
in Michigan, and Ford owns twenty-fiv e
percent of Mazda . So are we to call Ford
a U.S. company merely because its head quarters happens to be in Dearborn? Or ,
if that is the case, what would we cal l
Mazda if they move their headquarter s
to Flint?
Honda is fast becoming mainly an
Ohio-based producer, and if American
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investors bought a fifty-one percent share
in American Honda, which they are quit e
free to do, in what sense would Honda b e
not just as American as, say, Ford ?
The British Chemical Company, ICI,
produces about a fifth of its products i n
the U.S. They do not produce any mor e
than that in the U.K. They are all over the
world, and a fifth of its stock is owned b y
Americans. Mitsubishi runs "Buy American" ads . Why? Because most of its consumer electronics are produced in th e
United States. They have two semiconductor plants here . They have a popula r
new sports car called the Eclipse, all mad e
in the U.S.A .
It is true that if we did not have so
many of these foreign-financed enterprises, then we would not have to pay
dividends . In fact, if we did not have an y
enterprises at all we would not have t o
pay anybody any dividends . Payin g
interest and dividends on investment s
and successful enterprises that are
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launched by investors in Zurich or Lon don or Tokyo is no more a burden on th e
rest of us than if they lived in Peoria or
Des Moines .
TheU.S. has the labor income, whic h
is vastly larger than the dividends . We
have the resulting taxable corporate earn "Mitsubishi runs `Buy American' ads .
Why? Because most of its consume r
electronics are produced in the Unite d
States."
ings, taxable personal income, taxabl e
property and taxable sales . If investment
is good, and it is, then more investment i s
even better, regardless who is clippin g
the coupons . Abusing the tax system i n
order to discourage such creation of tax able income, wealth and sales is a very
fine way to reduce future tax receipts b y
tens of billions of dollars and to mark
down the value of American assets in th e
bargain .

Questions & Answers
Mr. David Milton: As I listened to
what I've heard this afternoon, it doe s
sound to me as if we were slippin g
downhill away from free trade-oriente d
tax policies which I view as neutral tax
policies. Now we have so many definitions of tax neutrality, though . I'm no t
sure where mine fits into that group .
I'm going to have to think mor e
about Phil Morrison's comments . They're
most interesting and do warrant a grea t
deal of thought . It does cause me, however, to ponder why we shouldn't establish our foreign economic policy first ;
then fit our tax policy to it , rather than
going at the tax pieces without knowin g
what our foreign economic policy migh t
be. And, of course, if you look back to th e
1940s, it seems that we did just that . But,
there's a lot of thought in what Phil said ,
and we'll have to think about that .
I am a bit more familiar with wha t
Bill Modahl was talking about . And, of
course, protectionist sentiment alway s
worries me because I can see it happen ing. Now, let's see if we have some ques tions.
Q: We've heard a great deal abou t
capital export neutrality, but we haven' t
really focused very much on the impac t
of various foreign or international ta x
policies on U .S. GNP, U.S. welfare, an d
U. S . citizens' income . I was wondering i f
the three panelists might comment o n
which foreign tax system, or which U .S.
taxation of foreign income would maximize U .S. welfare or U.S. income .
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Mr. William Modahl : It's my belie f
that the definition of neutrality that wil l
maximize the U .S. GNP is the one tha t
facilitates global economic integration.
And of the ones previously outlined, I
tend more toward the capital import side ,
although not without qualification . I
think if I might go on, I found some ver y
interesting points in both of the othe r
speakers . I wanted to comment about
one or two points that Phil made .
I noticed when he discussed tha t
these different things perhaps didn' t
make that much difference these day s
that his ensuing discussion was in term s
of the macro level and in terms of th e
overall aggregate revenue impacts o n
the U .S. and so forth.
On the other hand, I think it's the
micro level that's important. I think it' s
very important if a U.S. company which
makes a certain critical component in a
foreign country winds up with a vastl y
different tax rate than a U.S.- or foreignowned competitor in that same circumstance . While it may not make much
difference in terms of aggregate U .S.
revenues, it may very well have a drastic
effect on the economic fortunes of thos e
two competitors .
And, if as Phil says, and I agree wit h
this, we are not really talking so much in
terms of the system to allocate capita l
internationally as we are the significance
of the economic activities that are undertaken by the multinationals, then I think
it's all the more appropriate to look at th e
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micro level . And so, I hope I haven' t
diverged too much from your question .
But I think the point is that the GNP of th e
U .S. will be best under that system whic h

one has to admit, production facilities t o
places like Puerto Rico, where outside o f
tax benefits there would be no economi c
reason to locate there, or at least littl e
economic reason to locate there .
Although at the margin the argument makes perfect sense that a little bi t
of competition among taxing jurisdictions is probably a good thing . Unles s
you believe that there is no such thing as
a public good and that taxes are no t
necessary to the well-being of the worl d
and that we can do damn well withou t

enables effective competition in thes e
crucial leading edge multinationals .
Mr. Alan Reynolds : I think this get s
to my concern about neutrality in general . As a result of tax competition, i .e .,
the competition between New York an d
New Jersey, New York has somewhat
reduced its marginal tax rates . The same
thing happened internationally after
Britain and the U .K. began to change th e
whole picture. And over fifty countries

taxes altogether. I think it's a dangerous
argument to say that totally tax driven o r

have substantially reduced their marginal tax rates, not their average rates ,
not their receipts which are often ver y
strong, but their marginal tax rates . It's a
more efficient way of funding government, and that's a good thing . That's a
good thing internationally .
To put neutrality at the top of the lis t
would put all of the public finance ques-

predominantly tax driven locational
decisions are in general a good thing for
global economic efficiency .
Q: If I could just add a follow-up o n
that, I really wonder whether it's the
proper role of U .S. policy makers to try to
maximize global welfare . It would seem
to me that the approach would be t o
maximize U.S. welfare. And, I'm no t

tions — optimal taxation theory, suppl y
side theory, if you will — at a somewha t
lesser level . I mean we could have neutrality by a 99 percent tax rate on every
sort of economic activity. But we wouldn' t
have any economic activity . The tax
competition is good and it has done th e
U.S. and other countries a lot of good .
Mr. Philip Morrison : I think I'd like
to take the Treasury Department's response to that, and perhaps more appro priately the Hill staff's response, and sa y
that to an extent that's true . But does i t
really serve global economic well-bein g
to drive, somewhat artificially I think

going to ask you from a protectionis t
point of view, but I think it raises certain
interesting questions with respect t o
whether or not you adopt a territoria l
approach or an overall foreign tax credi t
approach, or what have you ?
Mr. Philip Morrison: The premis e
of your statement, I would argue, is pro tectionist. And protectionism, in tryin g
to focus on what I think is a temporar y
U.S . advantage, actually does the U .S . no
good over the long term .
Q: It's clear that protectionist polic y
has an adverse impact on the welfare o f
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the protectionist country as well as it s
foreign trading partners, whereas it is
not clear to me which foreign taxation o f
U.S . multinationals operating abroad, ha s
the best effect on the U .S.
Mr. Philip Morrison: I think tha t
the basis of our discussion today is tha t
accepting, which I think everyone accepts, that the free flow of capital and th e
free flow of production is a good idea
and that that global economic efficienc y
is what will lead to the greatest economic

good to the United States .
How do we achieve that is the ques tion. I don't think you can focus you r
goal on what is best for the United States .
Burke-Harkte can be argued to be bes t
for the United States . just to state that a s
a goal, I think, gets you into a meaningless set of discussions as to what is goo d
for the United States .

REMARKS BY THE HONORABLE LLOYD BENTSE N
RECIPIENT OF THE TAX FOUNDATIONS 198 9
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD FOR THE PUBLIC SECTO R

In a recent issue of Fortune there's a
picture of a smiling lawyer standing in a
Houston McDonald's with his lunch
order. He didn't phone the order in . He
faxed it over. He's standing beside the
store's fax machine, in front of the register set up just for faxed orders .
The article itself talks about how the
fax is revolutionizing business and it' s
pretty convincing. But then Fortune comes
to the real point. "Like the TV or VCR," it
says, "the fax is another western invention theU.S. surrendered to Japan ." Xero x
invented it . But now, it turns out, Xerox
makes it only in Japan through a join t
venture.
What's happened with the fax is no t
an isolated incident .
Most of us learned in grade school
about the geniuses of American industr y
who invented things, then made a fortune selling them : Eli Whitney assembling those first cotton gins ; Henry Ford ,
watching those Model-Ts roll off th e
assembly lines in Dearborn .
"Americans are still inventing things .
But these days, the fortunes are ofte n
made by others ."
Americans are still inventing things .
But these days, the fortunes are ofte n
made by others . Just look around you r
own home . American scientists at Ray-
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theon developed that microwave in you r
kitchen . But Japanese and Korean com panies make 90 percent of them . Ameri can scientists at RCA invented that colo r
TV in your living room — but European
and East Asian companies make 97 per cent. American scientists at AMPE X
invented the VCR next to your TV . Japan
and Korea make almost all of them .
How significant is all of this ?
There are those who would argue
any time the United States loses marke t
share, or that other countries beat us t o
the punch, that's cause for alarm .
I don't agree . In a very real way, the
success of the economies of countrie s
like Japan — or Germany or Korea — ar e
the result of policies carefully designe d
by us after World War II . We wante d
them to succeed . We got our way .
And could there be any more trium phant vindication of the American approach than events of the last few month s
in Beijing and Berlin and Prague? And ,
yes, in Moscow .
The Berlin Wall, it has been said, i s
now a speed bump between East an d
West ; the iron in the Iron Curtain has
rusted away .
It's been incredibly quick. In th e
1970s I was in Yugoslavia with Senato r
Schweiker, talking to Marshal Tito . Sena tor Schweiker asked : "What's going t o
happen to this country when you ar e

gone?"
Tito glared at him. "Do I look like
I'm going somewhere?"

talking about destruction. I'm talkin g
about erosion .
It's disturbing.
The rest of the world believes tha t
the main confrontations of the next few

In those days — in fact only last year
— it looked like none of those eastern

"The rest of the world believes that the main confrontations of the next fe w
decades will be economic, not military . They believe it in the Soviet Union . That i s
the meaning of Perestroika . They believe it in the 12 European countrie s
integrating their economies in what will become the world's largest market and a
more challenging economic force known as EC 92 . They are prepared for it i n
Japan and along the Pacific Rim . But in this country it hasn't sunk in . Not yet ."
European rulers was going anywhere. It
looked like erosion of the Iron Curtai n
might take centuries . Now Hungarians
are pulling pieces of barbed wire fence s
from the ground for souvenirs . Sections
of the Berlin Wall are being brought to
the United States to be cut up and sold fo r
Christmas presents . We have contested
elections in the Kremlin . And in Poland ,
the Fiats that used to sit outside Lech
Walesa's house with government spie s
are still there. But they've been pulled
back a few blocks to give him privacy —
and they contain his bodyguards .
But whatever the success of our goal s
in the years after World War II, today w e
have a brand new problem . Many Americans are convinced we cannot compet e
abroad . Fifty-eight percent of American s
believe Japan is the leading economi c
power in the world today. They think th e
West Germans and the South Korean s
and the Japanese are tough cookies .
They're right .

decades will be economic, not military .
They believe it in the Soviet Union. That
is the meaning of Perestroika . They believe it in the 12 European countries integrating their economies in what wil l
become the world's largest market and a
more challenging economic force know n
as EC 92 . They are prepared for it in
Japan and along the Pacific Rim .
But in this country it hasn't sunk in .
Not yet . We haven't come to grips with
the realities of a world where 70 percen t
of our products have to compete agains t
tough foreign competition ; where suddenly we are threatened not by tanks bu t
by assembly line workers making sla b
steel in Korea, or airbuses in Toulouse —
or by bankers putting together that re cent merger between Taiyo Kobe an d
Mitsui to create the second largest ban k
in the world.
Our economy has eroded . We need
to rebuild it. We need to keep America
number one.
And that's what I want to talk abou t

Will we self-destruct? No . I'm not
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tonight .
There's no question about the erosion.
Look at the indicators .
Debt: Our national debt has nearl y
tripled over the last decade — just th e
interest payments on it last year took th e
personal taxes of all taxpayers west o f
the Mississippi . Our foreign debt ha s
tripled . In just three short years, we wen t
from the world's largest creditor to it s
largest debtor nation.
Interest Rates : Real interest rates —
the rates once we subtract inflation —
have soared to record levels in the '80s .
As a result the amount America invest s
in its economy dropped 25 percent in this
decade .
Productivity : It's averaged a bare 1
percent — half or even a third of rates i n
countries like Germany and Japan .
Why can't we do better? One key is
capital accumulation. Having enough
money to invest is what has sparked the
"Real interest rates — the rates once
we subtract inflation — have soared t o
record levels in the '80s . As a result
the amount America invests in it s
economy dropped 25 percent in thi s
decade . "
U.S. standard of living — and helpe d
spur the success of western democracy.
Now, we don't have enough . And
the main reason is our emergence as the
world's leading debtor economy .
When Perkin-Elmer Corporation put
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its semiconductor unit up for sale earlie r
this year, no one expected them to hav e
trouble finding an American buyer .
Everybody wanted that chip-making ability to stay in American hands .
There's a $5 billion world tooling market. A $25 billion world semiconducto r
market . A $500 billion world market fo r
final electronic products. We need equipment companies in order to compete .
"Productivity : It's averaged a bare 1
percent — half or even a third of rates
in countries like Germany and Japan ."
That's why it was so disappointin g
to open up The New York Times on Monday and see this headline : "Key Technol ogy Might Be Sold to the Japanese ."
The leading bidder for Perkin Elmer's semiconductor equipment ?
Nikon. In the weeks ahead, Presiden t
Bush may have no choice but to permi t
Nikon to buy them, leaving us, in th e
words of the Times, "almost wholly
dependent on Japan for the chief tool s
used to produce computer chips ."
How did this happen? Too much
debt. Too little capital .
Some scoff at the alarm over ou r
debt, over the manufacturing losses, th e
decline in productivity growth .
They argue that the national deb t
isn't so bad, that we owe to ourselves —
though we owe more and more of it to
foreign investors . They argue that foreigners will cover our trade and budge t
deficits . And they will, but only as lon g

as our interest rates remain sky high . We
now have a 10 .5 percent prime compare d
to 9 percent in Germany — and 4 .875
percent in Japan .
Some call that foreign investment a
source of strength . It could be . In the 19th
century English investment helped buil d
much of the railroad that first connecte d
the east and west coasts . But today tha t
foreign investment is not being used to
finance America's future .
It's being used to buy Rockefelle r
Center . And to finance consumption :
Nissans and Mercedes .
Look at those interest rates . Does

better job of encouraging savings and
investment in this country . As Chairman
of the Finance Committee, I will ask th e
Finance Committee to take a serious ,
comprehensive look at how we can g o
about doing so . My goal would be t o
develop a bipartisan package of costeffective savings and investment incen -

anybody think we can compete abroad
with countries whose cost of capital is
less than half the American rate ?
Is there no way America can bette r
compete abroad ?
In fact, there is .
The key is to accumulate investmen t

comprehensive look at how we can g o

capital — and then use that capital t o
restore our manufacturing base from the
"Why can't we do better? One key is
capital accumulation . Having enough
money to invest is what has sparke d
the U.S. standard of living — an d
helped spur the success of wester n
democracy . Now, we don't have
enough . And the main reason is ou r
emergence as the world's leadin g
debtor economy ."
21 percent of GNP it is today to about 2 5
percent.
We can't ignore that . We must do a
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"We must do a better job o f
encouraging savings and investment i n
this country . As Chairman of th e
Finance Committee, I will ask the
Finance Committee to take a serious ,
about doing so . My goal would be to
develop a bipartisan package of cost effective savings and investmen t
incentives. Will capital gains be on th e
table? No doubt ."
tives . Will capital gains be on the table ?
No doubt. I don't want to approach
negotiations on this issue with an inflex ible posture. But any effort to enact a
capital gains tax cut next year will hav e
to answer a number of questions tha t
were left unanswered this year .
You've heard a lot of sharply partisan rhetoric this year about capital gain s
and IRAs . Well, Congress is a rough place.
It reminds me of that comment by Mar k
Twain when he visited Virginia City,
Nevada, in its wildest days . "It was n o
place for a Presbyterian," Twain said .
"And I did not long remain one . "
Sometimes the argument gets prett y
rough . But actually, both the IRA and the

capital gains proposals are rooted in th e
same question : How do we get Americans to save and invest more ?
I believe that creating a savings in-

What accounts for this sudden diver-

centive in the tax code would help . It
would stimulate the economy and driv e
interest rates down .
For a while, people doubted that the
IRAs worked .
Three years ago, when Congres s

In short, the IRA is a retirement pla n
that never should have been retired .

curtailed them, there was considerabl e
argument about whether the IRA make s
people save more .

Now, what about capital gains ?
Can't a cut in the capital gains tax als o
influence behavior in a constructive way ?
Yes. That's why I have argued for a capital gains reduction for years — though I
must admit, I thought it was more important when the top income tax rate
was 90 percent -- or 70, or 50 .

gence? Some economists believe it can b e
attributed to broader eligibility and
higher limits for IRA plans in Canada .

"In short, the IRA is a retirement pla n
that never should have been retired ."

The new studies show that it does .
One study cites numbers showing tha t
for every dollar of revenue lost through
IRA deductions, you get an increase o f
savings of three dollars . And those figures were for the old IRA rules, whic h
allowed a 100 percent deduction for IR A
contributions by all taxpayers . I believe
that the figures would be even better for
the IRA proposal I put forth this year ,
which allows a 50 percent rather than 10 0
percent deduction .
Canada is a good case study of th e
effect of an IRA on savings . The savings
"Sometimes the argument gets prett y
rough . But actually, both the IRA an d
the capital gains proposals are roote d
in the same question : How do we ge t
Americans to save and invest more? "
rates of the U.S. and Canada tracked eac h
other closely until the mid-seventies . A t
that point, the Canadian rate jumpe d
and the U .S . rate declined to less tha n
one-half the Canadian rate this decade .

My problem this year wasn't with
capital gains in theory . My problem wa s
with the particular proposals that we
saw, the particular context, and the particular way that their supporters tried t o
pay for them. We saw a proposal in th e
House that cut the capital gains rate for a
little over two years, and then raised th e
rate back up . Under the accounting conventions we follow, that proposal showe d
up as a revenue-raiser for the early years ,
by moving sales of capital assets into the
two-year window period . After that, i t
began to lose enormous amounts of reve nue . That House proposal was so fiscally
irresponsible it was laughed off the tabl e
in the Senate .
But the fact that the House proposa l
— along with other proposals based o n
budget gimmickry — failed this year ,
does not mean that there is no room fo r
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discussion of a wide-ranging set of responsible proposals next year .
The biggest problem for capital gain s
relief is the one that proponents of a
capital gains tax cut refused to face thi s
year: how do you pay for it ?
I don't know the answer to tha t
question . Not right now . We would have
"I have argued for a capital gain s
reduction for years — though I mus t
admit, I thought it was more importan t
when the top income tax rate was 9 0
percent — or 70, or 50 . "
to answer the virtually unanimous verdict of economists that after that firs t
year such a cut drains the Treasury. We
would have to make such a cut revenue neutral . Most important, it would hav e
to contribute to a comprehensive solution — one that has bipartisan support —
to our problems with savings and investment.
You know, back in World War II, I
remember taking off on one of my firs t
missions as a bomber pilot . As we entered Yugoslavian airspace, the navigator reached over and tapped me on th e
shoulder . He said "Lloyd, see those black
puffs of smoke? "
"Yep."
"That's flak ."
And with that he pulled out two big
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flak jackets, hunched down, put the fla k
jackets over his head — and that was the
last we saw of him until we were almos t
back to base .
Well, a pilot doesn't have the luxur y
of hiding — either piloting a plane o r
helping plot a course for this country.
To keep America strong, we have to
make the tough choices when it comes t o
economic policy — even when we hav e
to take some flak .
At this watershed moment in history, lets make those tough choices . Let's
continue our moral leadership with a n
economy that's in the lead as well . We
can revitalize the American example . The
steps are small — as small as the fe w
"The biggest problem for capital gain s
relief is the one that proponents of a
capital gains tax cut refused to fac e
this year: how do you pay for it? "
dollars more each American should sav e
every week . As small as the semiconductors made by Perkin-Elmer . As small as a
McDonalds owner in Houston making a
change with equipment invented i n
America — and made in America .
If we can do that, then we will mak e
sure America remains the example it ha s
been in the past. And that the final and
most inspirational chapters in the history of this country remain to be written .
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